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Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts in Microfiche Facsimile provides students and 
scholars with a fundamental tool in the field of Anglo-Saxon studies. 
The project aims to produce over the next six years complete microfiche 
facsimiles of the nearly five hundred manuscripts containing Old Eng
lish. Each issue or volume will present facsimiles and descriptions of 
about ten manuscripts prepared by one or more scholars. The facsimiles 
are in most cases produced from existing film stock provided by the 
holding libraries. New photography will be limited to those manuscripts 

not yet photographed or poorly photographed. The images will be up to 
the standards expected of a good microfilm reproduction. Each descrip

tion provides in brief compass the manuscript's history, codicological 
features, a collation, a detailed list of contents, and a selected bibliogra
phy, as well as notes on special features and problems. The descriptions 
are intended to be used with the photographic images to maximize their 
usefulness to scholars who do not have immediate access to the originals 
or who may be unacquainted with the manuscript and its scholarship. 

Manuscripts are reproduced in toto, even though the post-Anglo
Saxon material that is found as part of many of them may demonstrate 
no immediate or ultimate relationship with Anglo-Saxon interests. To 
have edited the facsimiles, presenting only confirmed Anglo-Saxon parts, 
might have eliminated important material to be noticed or discovered 
and in any case would remove the Anglo-Saxon vestiges from their 
actual material contexts. Users must decide for themselves the relevance 
of the images presented in this series. Several later manuscripts are in

cluded in this series even though they were not considered Anglo-Saxon 
by Neil R. Ker; in our view, these manuscripts have clear connections 

with or bearings on undoubted Anglo-Saxon texts. 
Each manuscript is assigned a main catalogue number for this series; 

that number is given before the shelfmark. This catalogue number is 
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concorded with the catalogue numbers of Ker and Gneuss. A compre
hensive list of ASM numbers will be issued with the series, together 
with a concordance-list of Ker numbers. A general index and an index of 
incipits will be published as the final volume of the series. The manu
script descriptions, after being revised, will also be published as a sepa
rate publication towards the conclusion of this project. The editors 
request that any errors, omissions, or relevant new scholarship be 
brought to their attention. 
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Notes to Users 

The header of each fiche includes the following information: 

[first line:] (1) assigned number for final catalogue, city, library, 
and shelfmark (note that for British Library manuscripts, the 
abbreviation "BL" is used, and for Bodleian Library manuscripts, 
the abbreviation "Bodl. Lib." is used); (2) ASMMF packet and 
description number; (3) fiche number; 

[second line:] (4) Ker number (N. R. Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts 
Containing Anglo-Saxon [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957; repr. 
with supplement 1990]; (5) Gneuss number (Helmut Gneuss, "A 
preliminary list of manuscripts written or owned in England up 
to 1100," Anglo-Saxon England 9 [1981): 1-60); (6) short title or 
indication of contents. 

The layout is as follows: 

177. London, BL, Cotton Caligula A. vii
Ker 137, Gneuss 308

ASM 1.1 1 of 6 
Heliand 

VII 

In addition to Ker and Gneuss numbers, descriptions may also include 
Lowe numbers (E. A. Lowe, Codices Latini Anti.quiores: A Palaeographical 
Guide to Latin Manuscripts Prior to the Ninth Century. Part II: Great 
Britain and Ireland [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1900]. 

Abbreviations 

The following character sets and abbreviations are used: 

( ) expansions, e.g., d(e)i 
[ ) supplied; when blank, used to indicate missing text 
( ) erasure 
I line end 
II page end 
/ used to separate folio numbers from line numbers, 

e.g., f. 154v/13a-6b = folio 154v, line 13, column a
to line 6, column b



VIII 

a b, etc. 
" ,, 

\ I 

F./f. 

Ff./ff. 

r 

V 

C 

chap(s). 
corr. 
d. 

fl. 
boldface 
A-S
OE
PG
PL 

indicate columns, e.g., f. 154v/13a-6b 
customary title 

incipit, explicit, gloss 
interlinear 
folio 
folios 
recto 
verso 
century, e.g., 15c, 10/llc 
chapter(s) 

corrected 
died, e.g., d. 998 
floruit 
used for titles or headings written in MSS 
Anglo-Saxon 
Old English 

Patrologi,a Graeca 
Patrologi,a Latina 

PREFACE 

In cases where Ker's dating of a manuscript is cited, readers should note 

that dating is indicated by quarter-century intervals; thus, s. x/xi, s. x1
, s. 

x med., s. x2
• A full explanation is given in his Catalogue of Manuscripts 

Containing Anglo-Saxon, p. xx. 
Some descriptions include "Photo Notes" that compare the micro

form reproduction with the original manuscript, indicating readings 
visible in the original, but not on the microfiche. In this section, italics 
are used to indicate words and letters visible in the gutter (i.e., binding 
margin) of the manuscript but not visible in the reproduction. 



219. London, British Library, Cotton Otho C. i, vol. 2
Gregory (Wa'.rferth), "Dialogues," "Vitae Patrum"

[Ker 182, Gneuss 359] 

HISTORY: Ff. 1-61 (A below), containing the metrical preface, intro
ductory lines, and Books 1 and 2 of Gregory's "Dialogues," were proba
bly copied early in the llc from what was most likely a 9c manuscript 
from Sherbourne. The metrical preface and introductory lines to the 
translation of Gregory's "Dialogues" survive only in this manuscript. 
Sisam (1953: 202) first noticed that in the metrical preface the -tan of 
Wu/fstan (f. lr/8) in 'Me awritan het Wulfstan bisceop' was written over 
an erasure and in a later hand, probably second half of the llc, when 
apparently someone altered the name to make it appear that it was written 
for St. Wulfstan of Worcester. His suggestion that the original reading
was Wulfsige, bishop of Sherbourne in the time of Alfred, is generally 
accepted. Ff. 62-148 (B and C), containing Books 3 and 4 (incomplete) 
of Gregory's "Dialogues," translations from the "Vitae Patrum," the 
letter of Boniface, and "Evil Tongues," were written about forty years 
after Part A in two hands in a script which Ker (Cat.) believes is charac
teristic of Worcester manuscripts of the same date. It is not known why 
Books 3 and 4 were added much later; it is possible that they replaced 
original ones which were somehow lost. Sisam (1953: 203 and n. 2) notes 
that Book 2 ends as if something follows. The remainder of the manu
script, ff. 149-155 (D), containing .!Elfrician material but missing leaves 
at the beginning and end, is believed by Sisam not to have been part of 
the rest of the volume originally. He notes that many letters were un
skillfully freshened up in this section in a hand which substituted a 
Caroline 'g' for an Insular one; a 12c reader's hand is also found here 
but nowhere else in the volume. Running titles in a script and format 
characteristic of known Worcester manuscripts are visible on a number 
of folios throughout the manuscript as it now stands (see "Additions" 
below), suggesting that the entire volume was in Worcester by 1060 x 
1080. Glosses throughout in the tremulous hand confirm it was still 
there in the first half of the 13c. 
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The volume had left the Worcester library by 1593. An inscription in 
the bottom margin of f. 3 lr reads 'Michaeli Lapworthus medicus No
vemb. 1593' (apparently a fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, in 1562). 
Atkins and Ker (1944: 12) note that the Lapworth family was from Sowe 
in Warwickshire. It was acquired by Cotton and bound together with 
volume 1 before 1621, as noted in the catalogue of the Cotton library 
made in 1621 (now Harley 6018). The Cotton fire of 1731 damaged the 
manuscript but no leaves were lost. 

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. 155, foliated: 1-49, 51, 50, 52-
155. The last leaves are misbound and should be 152, 154, 153, 155. The
manuscript was damaged in the Cotton fire of 1731; the leaves are now
mounted separately. Most of the margins have gone, and most leaves
have suffered shrinkage. The best preserved leaves measure ca. 260 x 165
mm.; written space measures ca. 250 x 150 mm.

The manuscript was written by four hands, the last three of whom 
were nearly contemporary according to Ker: 

A (ff. 1-61): Ruled in pencil for 27 lines; double bounding lines are 
occasionally visible in the inner margins. Headings and large initials are 
metallic red on ff. 1-43r, except for f. 31r where the initial 'H' is in 
green and red, the first line is in red, the second in green, and the third 
filled with red. From f. 43v initials are filled with red or blue, and green 
also from f. 46r. From f. 7v, the initial letters of the speakers, Petrus and 
Gregorius, are in red, also green from f. 47v, and also blue from f. 52v; 
on ff. 2v-3r, 30r their entire names are filled with red; and on ff. 4v-5v 
the initial only is filled with red. The first letter of a sentence is filled 
wii:h red or blue; the comma in the 'semicolon' mark was usually added 
using the same color as the following initial. Sometimes the metallic 
color has burned through the leaf, e.g., on ff. 48 and 51. Insertions and 
corrections are sometimes in red, e.g., on ff. 7v/22, 8r/22, 22r/10, and 
the entire bottom line of f. 7r. Text hand is ca. 1000 x 1020, according 
to Ker "late type of square Anglo-Saxon miniscule, looks about 40 years 
older than the rest of the manuscript." 

B (ff. 62-139v/5): Ruled in pencil for 30 lines; double bounding lines 
are visible in the inner margin. The text is in paragraphs by speaker, 
with the large initials 'P' and 'G' in red or green (once blue: f. 79v). The 
rustic capitals of the first line on f. 62r are filled with green; the large 
initial 'H' on f. 100r is red. From f. 137v the headings in Latin and large 
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capitals are metallic red. The green is sometimes burned through. Hand 
is mid llc. 

C (ff. 139v/5-148v): Ruled in pencil for 30 lines; double bounding 
lines in outer margins and occasionally visible in inner margins. The 
large initial on f. 143v is red. Hand is mid llc. 

D (ff. 149r-155v): Ruled in pencil for 31 lines; double bounding lines. 
No colors. Hand is mid llc. Sisam thinks this section was originally not 
part of this volume. Material is missing at the beginning and end of the 
section. 

Additions: Traces of marginal notes in rustic capitals, apparently 
chapter titles or summaries, can be seen on several folios, e.g., ff. 113r, 
113v, 115r, 122r, 131r, 132v (see Yerkes 1984). 

The running titles, 1060 x 1080, which can be seen at least partly on 
some folios, e.g., ff. 5-7, 30, 63-70, 90, 94, 103-108, and 149-155, appear 
to be in the same hand and format as in Oxford, Bodleian Library, 
Hatton 113 (384a] and 114 (384b]. 

Corrections were made to Gregory's "Dialogues" and "Vitae Patrum" 
in late 11c and 1160 x 1180 by comparison with a better text (see McIn
tyre 1978: 56). 

Tremulous hand (first half of the 13c): Some glosses in the margins 
have clearly been lost, e.g., f. 13lr; notes as well may have been. Ff. 1-
137, containing Gregory's "Dialogues," are comparatively heavily 
glossed. Almost all of the glosses were cribbed from the Latin source, 
most likely the Worcester manuscript, Cambridge, Clare College 30. 
Nine word pairs drawn from the glosses appear on an alphabetical work
sheet in the tremulous hand on a flyleaf of Oxford, Bodlian Library, 
Junius 121 (391] (discussed Franzen 1991: 119-24). There are some marks 
altering vowels and consonants, and some marks of word division anp 
punctuation. Ff. 137v-155v are much less heavily glossed and have mor� 
glosses in a later version of his hand. 

A booklist on f. 149r was transcribed and described by Ker {Cat., 

237): "A now damaged list of six or more books in the lower margin of 
f. 149, s. xiii: 'Libri dialogorum gre[ . . . .  ] Vitas patrum. Item Beda de
gestis anglorum / Item vita et m[ .... ] synonima ysydori. Item Boecius I
De consola ( . .. .' (the rest of the margin has gone). At the side, opposite 
line 2, is the word 'Anglic' in the same hand." 

COLLATION: Because of the damage in the fire of 1731, the leaves are 
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now mounted separately and the collation is difficult to reconstruct. Ker 
suggests that ff. 62-148 probably consisted of 11 quires of 8 leaves, be
fore and after which are breaks. There is one leaf missing after f. 97. 

CONTENTS: 

1. w�rferth's translation of Gregory's "Dialogues" (incomplete):
f. lr/1-16 Metrical preface: INCIPIT UBER P[R]IMUS DIALOGO

RUM '[S]E DE ME R.IEDAN [ ] I DANCE. HE IN ME FINDAN
M.IE[G]' [gloss:) 'peo pe me redden I [ ] he in me finden mai' (ed.
Hecht 1900: 2/1-17).

f. lr/17-20 Introductory lines: 'Her ongynneo se �resopa stream' [gloss:]
'p(ri)m(us) reus' (ed. Hecht, 2/18-21).

ff. lr/20-30v/9 Book 1: 'For I pon nu' (coll. Hecht 1900: 2-92 under MS 
C) [rest of f. 30v blank].

ff. 31r/1-6lv/25 Book 2: INCIPIT UBER SECU[] I 'HER .YRNET. 
VPP. SE .!EFT[ ]' [gloss:] 'her eorneo vp se [ ]'(coll. Hecht 1900: 94-
178) [one or two blank lines at the bottom of f. 61v].

ff. 62r/l-100r/11 Book 3: '[H]ER ONGINNED SE DRIDDA FLO[D]' 
(coll. Hecht 1900: 179-259). 

ff. 100r/12-137r/10 Book 4: 'HER ASPRINGED SEO FEORDE YI> 
[gloss: 'uoa'?]'. Ends imperfectly: 'mid heora seolfra riht[ ]' (coll. 
Hecht 1900: 260-336/1) [f. 137r/11-30 blank]. 

2. Translations from the "Vitae Patrum":
ff. 137v/l-138v/5 '[ ]e willao nu �rest writan' (ed. Assmann 1889: no.

18, 11. 1-65). 
ff. 138v/6-139v/4 'FINIT PRIMA SENT(ENTIA) INCIPIT (SECUN

DA) I FRATER QUIDAM INPUGNABATUR A FORNICATI
ONE' (ed. Assmann 1889: no. 18, 11. 66-123). 

ff. 139v/5-143v/6 '[Q]ui nauali p(re)lio demicaturi sunt [ ]' (ed. Ass
mann 1889: no. 18, 11. 124-424). 

3. ff. 143v/7-146r/21 Translation of a letter from Boniface (Wynfrith) to
Eadburga ca. 717: 'Her sagao on pissum bocum' (ed. Sisam 1953: 212-
23).

4. ff. 146r/22-148v "Evil tongues": 'D(omi)ne libera anima(m) mea(m) a
labiis iniquis . . . I Geherad nu men pa leofestan hu se godes lareow
w�s sprecende.' (Frank and Cameron 1973: B 3.5.4) [most of f. 148v
blank; ff. 147-148 particularly badly burned].

.!Elfrician material: 
5. ff. 149r/l-151v/26 "De creatore et creatura" (begins imperfectly): '[ ]
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J wyrcean .. .' (Frank and Cameron 1973: B 3.5.4) [first line and much 
of second illegible]. 

6. ff. 151v/27-152v/31, 154r-v/13 "De sex etatibus huius seculi": '[Ad
am] pa leofode on geswince ... syppan a to worulde AMEN' (Frank
and Cameron 1973: B 1.6.4).

7. ff. 154v/15, 153rv, 155rv "De populo israhel quando uolueris": '[We
habbeo] nu gesa:d swa we scortlicost mihton'. Ends imperfectly: '7
pare a:t[eowde]' (coll. Pope 1967-1968: no. 20, 641-53/268).
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351. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Bodi. 130 (27609)
Pseudo-Apuleius "Herbarium," 

Pseudo-Dioscorides, Placitus, etc. 
[Ker 302, Gneuss 549] 

HISTORY: Bodley 130 contains botanical, medical, and zoological texts, 
all in Latin apart from a few plant names and glosses which are noted 
below. McLachlan (1986: 35-36, 332-33) dates the manuscript, apart 
from the indices on ff. 73-75, from the earliest years of the 12c in the 
scriptorium of Bury St. Edmunds. Its origin in Bury St. Edmunds is 
confirmed by the pressmark 'M. 44' and a very faint inscription of the 
14c on f. lr 'Herbarium Dioscorid de armario monachorum Sancti Ed
mundi.' A second inscription on the same folio in a 16c hand notes that 
the book was given to Augustine Styward by Thomas Knyvett. It later 
became the property of Dr. Edward Tyson, zoologist and anatomist at 
Magdalen Hall, Oxford, who gave it to the Bodleian in 1706, shortly 
before his death. 

Most of the material in Bodley 130 is found in other manuscripts in 
texts which are generally called the enlarged "Herbarium" and "Medici
na de quadrupedibus." Here the texts are imperfect, lacking many chap
ters and ordered differently, apparently deriving from a different tradi
tion from the OE "Herbarium" as seen, for example, in London, British 
Library, Cotton Vitellius C. iii [253] (see Hollis and Wright 1992, esp. 
325). Gunther (1925), in addition to his description and facsimile of most 
of the manuscript, gives charts of correspondences in Appendices I-IV 
between the chapters in Bodley 130 and those in some other manuscripts 
and printed editions. The OE versions are discussed and edited by de 
Vriend (1984). 

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. vii + 95 + vi, foliated i-vii, 
1-101. Leaves measure ca. 245 x 180-85 mm. Written space varies; ruled
area ca. 200-5 x 140 mm. HFFH. Early 18c binding of speckled brown
leather with inset bands of plain leather.

Ff. i-vii and 96-101 are paper flyleaves. F. 76 should precede f. 79 and 
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ff. 86-87 should precede f. 85. Leaves are missing after ff. 43, 60, 75, and 
77. A gap in the numbering between chapters 113 and 119 may indicate
a quire has dropped out or been removed after f. 56; the index on f. 75r
also suggests that leaves must have been lost at the end. Gunther (1925:
xxv) noted that two or three of the missing chapters describe plants such
as the mandrake which are usually represented as a naked man and
woman; the suggestiveness of the illustrations may have led to their re
movai.

Prickings are sometimes visible in outer margins; double bounding 
lines right and left. Ruled in hardpoint for 30 long lines. Quire XI (ff. 
73-75), which contains the indices of the late 12c, differs from the rest
of the quires: the leaves are of a thinner, smoother parchment, and the
rulings, occasionally visible in very faint pencil, are for 27 or 28 lines in
double columns. Quire XI also has Roman numerals and titles in red.
What appears to be the same hand, late 12c, has added Roman numerals
in red as chapter numbers throughout the rest of the manuscript.

McLachlan (1986: 332-33) described the script as an easy, square Caro
line hand, like other Bury products of the late l lc or early 12c, with 
occasional additions in a later 12c hand. No titles are original. Many 
capitals are missing on ff. lr-72v, 85rv, and 89r-95v, especially the 'A' of 
'Ad', for example, on f. lr/13, 15, and 17. Presumably these were to 
have been added in red and green as in the Placitus material on ff. 76r-
84v and 86r-88v, where some capitals are also dotted or filled with red. 
Apart from the illustrations, no other color is used. 

The manuscript is decorated with well-executed paintings and draw
ings: ff. 1-67 contain 135 paintings of plants, and serpents accompany 
the poisonous plants; f. 68r, a pen-and-wash drawing of a man and wom
an embracing; and ff. 76r-95v, 26 drawings with color washes of animals 
and birds. The illustrations were executed first, and the text then fitted 
in around them. Most commentators have agreed that, uniquely for the 
time, some of the illustrations (e.g., on ff. 4r, 4v, Sr, 26r, 33r, 48v, and 
Slr) were apparently done from real plants; Singer (1927: 42) describes 
the artist as "a plant-painter centuries ahead of his time." Pacht (1950: 
29), however, has some doubts: he claims the figures of the animals in 
the Placitus material are copies of an A-S archetype, and therefore at 
least part of the naturalistic elements of the plant paintings may also 
derive from an A-S model. 

The only OE in the manuscript is names of herbs and glosses, nearly 
contemporary with the text, with some Insular letter forms. Plant names: 
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f. lr 'Se mare curmelle'; f. 1 v 'Se lesse curmelle'; f. 4v 'hoclef'; f. 44
'Foxes gloue'; 'megepe'; f. 44v 'Wulfescamb'; f. 45r 'Henep'; and f. 55r
'Ifig'. Glosses: f. 81v/13 'limo: s6t'; f. 84r/27 'Exta: gorr'; and f. 84r/30
'Interiora: gorr'. Other English names were added in the 13c.

COLLATION: Ff. 1-95. 18 (ff. 1-8), 116 + 2 leaves after 1 and 1 leaf after 
3 (ff. 9-17), III-V8 (ff. 18-41), VI8 wants 3 (ff. 42-48), VII8 (ff. 49-56), 
VIIl6 

+ 1 after 3 (ff. 57-63), IX4 (ff. 64-67), X6 wants 6 (ff. 68-72), XI4 

wants 3 (ff. 73-75), XIl8 
+ 1 after 7, wants 1 and 3 (ff. 76-82; f. 76 is 

misbound and should precede f. 79), XIIl6 (ff. 83-88; ff. 86 and 87 
should precede f. 85), XIV6 

+ 1 after 3 (ff. 89-95). Quire X, which lacks 
its last leaf, is apparently reinforced with a fragment of a late 13c Latin 
law book, of which a small stub is visible between ff. 67 and 68 and a 
larger one between ff. 72 and 73. As suggested above, a quire is probably 
missing after VII. 

CONTENTS: 

Flyleaves all blank apart from an inscription on f. i recto noting Rev. 
Tyson's gift of the manuscript to the Bodleian in 1706. 

1. ff. lr-56r Pseudo-Apuleius, "Herbarium": 'Alii Maronion . .. .  Nascitur
locis maritimis et montuosis' I [A]D EPARIS DOLOREM. 'Herba
centauris I maior in uino decocta & potui data.' 'Se mare curmelle'
added above the illustration. [Inscriptions and pressmark on f. lr as
noted above. Chapters are numbered in Roman numerals from 1-113;
there are two 56's, but no 68, and 83 is missing after f. 43. Ff. 2v, 14v,
47v, and 56v are blank. See Howald and Sigerist (1927: 77), starting
from chap. 34.]

2. ff. 57r-67v Pseudo-Dioscorides: '[B]uglossos ex eo dicta q(uo)d folia I

asp(er)a i(n) modu(m) lingu� bubule habeat.' Added in the top mar
gin, 13c: '[f]oxes gloues'. [Chapters are numbered in Roman numerals
from 119-141; there are two 14l's, and 128 and 129 are missing after
f. 60. Ff. 60r and 67v are blank. These 22 chapters correspond fairly
well with Kastner (1896: 591-610), chaps. 2-31, with some omissions.]

3. ff. 68r-72v General medical recipes: 'Vrina pueror(um) puberatate(m)
non habentiu(m) decocta' Ends: 'De lutio subter gustent. seq(ue)n
t(ur).' [Numbered 'clii'; the only illustration in this section precedes
the text on f. 68r and is of a man and woman embracing.]

4. ff. 73r-74v Index of material on ff. 1-67 listing some but not all of the
chapters from 'i' to 'cxxxviii'. The inclusion of chaps. 83 and 117
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indicates that leaves now lost after ff. 43 and 56 were still in place 
when the index was made. A leaf may be lost after f. 74. 

5. f. 75r Index of the material on ff. 76r-95v with entries from 'i-xxx' [f.
75v blank].

6. ff. 76r-95v Sextus Placitus (attrib.), "Liber de virtutibus bestiarum in
arte medicinae": 'Equi saliuam si biberit sanus efficietur.' [Chapters
are numbered in Roman numerals from 1-26; but misbound and miss
ing leaves give the sequence: 5, 2, 4, 6, 7, etc., to 11, 14, 12, 13, 15,
etc., to 26. The index indicates that leaves are also missing at the end.
See Howald and Sigerist (1927: 272), starting at chap. 16.].

PHOTO NOTES: Flyleaves not shown on fiche. 
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377. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 20 {4113)
Alfred: "Pastoral Care" 

[Ker 324, Gneuss 626] 

HISTORY: The inscription to 'Wiogora ceastre' and the reference to 
Bishop Wrerfero of Worcester on f. lr confirm that this is the copy of 
the translation of Gregory's Cura pastoralis referred to in London, Brit
ish Library, Cotton Tiberius B. xi as having been sent to Wrerfero. The 
Cotton manuscript also mentions at the same point two others that have 
aot survived which were sent to Archbishop Plegmund and Bishop Swi
oulf. Their dates indicate Hatton 20 must have been copied between 890 
and 897, quite possibly in Winchester. That the translation may be at
tributed to King Alfred is generally agreed. Hatton 20, complete except 
for one leaf, and the Cotton manuscript, now just charred fragments 
apart from the Kassel leaf (Kassel, Anhang 19) [146], are the only two 
surviving copies dating from King Alfred's lifetime. 

The manuscript was certainly in Worcester in the first half of 13c 
when it was glossed by the tremulous hand; other earlier annotations, 
noted below, also seem to confirm its presence in Worcester. In the mid 
16c John Joscelyn, Archbishop Parker's secretary, annotated and used it 
for his word lists in London, Lambeth Palace 692. Curiously it is not 
listed in Young's catalogue of Worcester manuscripts done in 1622-1623 
(Atkins and Ker 1944) though all of the others which later formed the 
Hatton collection are. But it seems to have been borrowed by Christo
pher, Lord Hatton, along with the rest of them, sometime before Au
gust 1644. It was used by Dugdale around this time for his OE-English 
dictionary in Bodleian Library, Dugdale 29; a note in his hand in pencil 
is on f. ii recto. Hatton 20 was also used by Junius whose transcription 
from the Cotton manuscript supplies the missing text for a leaf which 
had fallen out after f. 41 since Joscelyn's time. After Hatton's death in 
1670 it was sold along with several other of the Worcester manuscripts 
in Hatton's possession to the London bookseller Robert Scot from 
whom the Bodleian Library obtained it in 1671. Known as Hatton 88 
until about 1790 (see f. lr). 
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CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. ii + 41 + i + 56 + i, foliated 
i, ii, 1-99. Most leaves measure ca. 275 x 212-25 mm.; some down to 205 

mm. wide. Written space ca. 225-205 x 175-157 mm. The bottom mar
gins have been cut off on ff. 51-53, 70-71, 73, 82, and 84, the bottom
corner on f. 81; there is some damage to the last line of text on ff. 52
and 71. Hair side (brownish in color) is on the outside (HFHF) except
in Quires ill and X-XII which are irregular. Rebound in brown leather,
17 /18c, along with three other manuscripts from Worcester, Hatton 76
(582], 115 (385], and 116 (386], soon after they were obtained by the
Bodleian Library.

Pastedowns and ff. i and 99 are paper flyleaves from the date of bind
ing; f. ii is an early parchment one. F. 42 is a paper supply-leaf from 17c. 
Leaves were folded before pricking; prickings are sometimes visible in 
inner and outer margins. Ruled, usually on the hair side, for 21-29 lines, 
but occasional folios have 30 and 32 lines. The lines extend beyond the 
writing area to the prickings. Single bounding lines are usual in the 
outer margins, but there are occasional double ones, e.g., ff. 22 and 23. 
In the inner margins, Quires V-VII (ff. 27-50) have double lines, but 
most of the rest are single. Titles of chapters are in red, often with a 
metallic sheen. Initials are black filled with yellow, red, and olive green, 
singly or in combination, and have zoomorphic, interlace, or other deco
ration. The same colors, sometimes two at a time, fill the letter or a Ti
ronian et which follows a mark of punctuation, as well as, sometimes, 
other letters chosen for no apparent reason. There are no colors on ff. 
l-2v. A hardpoint drawing was recently discovered on f. 5v by Dr.
J eonifer Morrish.

The script and hands are described in great detail in Ker (1956: 19-
22). Most of the manuscript is the work of one scribe; 525 lines are by a 
second scribe. Ker notes: "as writers of books they look like beginners" 
(19). By the end of the manuscript and in the chapter titles their hands 
begin to be more regular. The minor hand, more upright and tidier from 
the start, is responsible for the titles of chapters 34-38 (ff. 43v, 44v, 46v, 
49r, and 50v) and text only on the following folios: 6v/12-15, 8r/10-14, 
12r/l-14r/5, 15r/7-15v/4, 34v/1-7, 40r/l-13, 45v/10-15, 46v/6-8, 
48v/23-49r/1, 49r/15-53v/19, 67v/13-69v/12, and 98v/1-17. The verse 
preface on f. 2v is, Ker believes, probably in the hand of the main scribe, 
while the prose preface (ff. lr-2v) is in the hand of the Kassel leaf and 
the whole of Cotton Tiberius B. x, except for the preface. 

There are many contemporary corrections to the text, most apparent-
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ly by the main scribe who was not an accurate copyist. On these and 
later corrections, glosses, notes, and scribbles (10-13c) see Ker (1956: 23-
26); only the more significant are noted here. 

The 10c inscription on f. 98v is followed in the same hand by the 
words 'koenwald monachus. :£1fric clericus hoc conposuit.', possibly 
referring to Coenwald, bishop of Worcester, 929-957. 

There are many careful revisions to the prose preface (ff. lr-2v) in an 
early l lc hand which also occurs in several other manuscripts, all closely 
associated with Archbishop Wulfstan, the homilist. The revisions add 
words and phrases (e.g., f. lr/6 'on dam dagum') as well as modernize 
forms and spellings. Ker suggests that it is at least possible that it is 
Archbishop Wulfstan's hand. 

A tidy, early state of the tremulous hand, first half of 13c, has heavily 
glossed the text, beginning on f. 6r. The glosses stop abruptly and for no 
apparent reason on f. 43r/1 (Sweet 1871: 225/2) with only a few there
after on ff. 93r and 95r. Almost all of the glosses are Latin, and most of 
them have been cribbed from the Latin source, probably the copy now 
in Glasgow, University Library, Hunterian 431, which has annotations 
in his hand (see Franzen 1991, esp. 128-29). There are relatively few 
marks added to the same range of folios which contains the glosses, 
usually altering vowels: him (i: a), hira (i: o), and ge-: i. A few marks of 
punctuation and word division (e.g., ff l0r/19 and 14v/26) have also 
been added to the same folios. The glossator wrote 'deficit' on f. 94v, 
though there is no text missing, and has added only one marginal nota 
mark, on f. 21v. The tremulous glosses to the preface (ff. lr-2v) are 
much larger and are in a later state of his hand. The preface, which has 
no Latin source, is much less heavily glossed than the text itself, but has 
comparatively more marks altering vowels and consonants. There is one 
nota mark on f. 1 v. 

Most of the post-medieval additions (apart from f. 42 in Junius' hand) 
are by Joscelyn, who glossed the prose preface (ff. lr-2v), added notes 
on ff. lr, 69v, and 98r, renumbered the chapters in the table of contents, 
and underlined many words in the text in the process of compiling his 
OE-Latin dictionary (see London, Lambeth Palace 692, ff. 5-7). 

COLLATION: 12, II-Vs, Vis wants 8 after f. 41, VII-Xllls. All leaves in 
VII, 2 and 7 in VI, and 3 and 6 in IV and IX are singletons. 
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CONTENTS: 

f. i recto-verso Blank apart from modern inscriptions.
f. ii recto Pentrials and alphabets (one probably llc); pencil note by

Dugdale: 'Rex Aluredus (siue .tElfred) cepit regnare I a(nn)o Christi
872, desijt a(nn}o 901.'

f. ii verso (1) A title 'PASTORALE', probably llc; (2) a drawing of a
large horned beast; (3) an inscription 'Liber Grigorei de cura Pastorale
I Translated by King Alfred' in the same post-medieval hand as in
other Hatton manuscripts; and (4) an alphabet (16c).

ff. lr-2v/9 Prose preface: + DEOS BOC SCEAL TO WIOGORA

CEASTRE I '.tELFred kyning hated [gloss: 'iubet'J gretan w;:erferd 
biscep' (ed. Sweet 1871: 3-9/7). [The inscription is on lines added at 
the top of f. lr which were drawn when ff. 1-2 were in their present 
position; the impression shows through onto f. 3. F. 2v/10-13 is 
blank.] 

f. 2v/14-23 Verse preface: 'Pis ;:erendgewrit agustinus. ofer sealtne s;:e
sudan brohte.' (ed. Sweet 1871: 9/8-16; Dobbie 1942: 110).

ff. 3r-Sv/8 Table of contents: '.i. D;:ette unl;:erede ne dyrren underf6n 
lariowd6m ·:' (ed. Sweet 1871: 9/17-23/8) [f. Sv/9-21 blank apart 
from hardpoint drawing noted above). 

ff. 6r-98r/21 "Pastoral Care": 'PV leofusta brodur suide freondlice 7
suide fremsumlice du me t;:el I desd.' (ed. Sweet 1871: 23/9-467 /27). 

f. 98r/22-98v/18 Verse epilogue: 'Dis is nu se w;:eterscipe' (ed. Sweet
1871: 467/28-469/13; Dobbie 1942: 111-12).

f. 98v/20-25 Inscription in Latin, Hebrew, and Greek and part of two
verses of John 4: 13 and 14 (10c addition): 'Euangeliu(m) ie(s}u
chr(ist)i. qui biberit aqua(m) ego do'. Ends: 'koenwald monachus.
;:elfric clericus hoc conposuit.'

PHOTO NOTES: F. i recto not shown on fiche. 
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381. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 48 (4118}
"Regula S. Benedicti" 

[Ker 327, Gneuss 631, 653] 

HISTORY: Hatton 48 contains the oldest surviving copy of the "Regula 
S. Benedicti" (7 /8c). Part of the last chapter is missing and a section of f.
48 has been cut out, but otherwise the text, all in Latin, is complete.
Two scribbles, described below under "Early additions" are the only
OE in the manuscript. The book is beautifully written in a formal un
cial script, with well-executed decorated initials. It was clearly a lavish
production in its time and must have been associated with a center
where the Rule had special significance. The script and decoration are
unmistakably English, but they cannot be assigned with cen;ainty to any
particular center. Recent speculations include Bath (Sims-Williams 1990:
204-5). The binding leaf (f. 77), a fragment of the "Enchiridion" of St.
Augustine, was written in Worcester in the middle or early in the sec
ond half of the 11c (see Ker 1941 and Farmer 1968: 21); the manuscript
must have been in Worcester by then. It was still in Worcester in 1622-
1623 when Patrick Young catalogued the Worcester Cathedral Library
(see Atkins and Ker 1944: no. 216 and p. 8). Sometime before August
1644 Christopher, Lord Hatton, borrowed it along with several other
Worcester manuscripts, none of which was ever returned. After his
death in 1670 Hatton 48 and most of the rest were sold to the London
bookseller Robert Scot from whom the Bodleian Library obtained them
in 1671. Formerly known as Hatton 93.

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. i + 76 + i, foliated i, 1-77. 
Leaves measure ca. 300 x 205-210 mm. Written space ca. 210 x 155 mm.; 
each column about 65-70 mm. HFHF. One leaf, containing the end of 
the last chapter, is missing after f. 76. A large piece has been cut out of f. 
48 with some loss of text. The top margin of f. 49 has also been re
moved but without any loss. Of the binding, Pollard (1975) says he 
knows no other one like it and describes it, accompanied with a dia
gram: "306 x 212 mm. Oak boards covered with whittawed sheepskin 
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rebacked with brown goatskin after 1900. Sewn on 6 bands of double 
cord without kettle stitches" (140); "we may reasonably describe this 
binding as sewn on original eighth-century cords drawn into new boards 
at Worcester towards the end of the 11th century" (142). A fragment of 
the earlier back (that is, the spine), with some shelfmarks visible, is 
pasted onto the inside front cover. 

F. i is a paper flyleaf, and f. 77 is a parchment binding leaf of the 11c,
bound upside down and back to front. Prickings are on the inner and 
outer bounding lines and at the top and bottom of verticals, above and · 
below the written space. Ruling was done with a hard point, two or 
three at a time, usually after the gathering was formed. Ruled for double 
columns of 22 lines with single bounding lines. Chapter headings and 
numbers, the 12 Roman numerals in the margins on ff. 18v-23v, and the 
Maltese cross over the initial 'A' at the beginning of the preface on f. lr 
are in red vermilion. The red headings are sometimes nearly invisible. 
The first two lines on f. lra following the 'A' are written in large letters 
outlined in black and filled with red. The large initials at the beginning 
of each chapter are outlined in black, filled with red, and almost always 
surrounded with red dots. Sometimes horizontal and/ or vertical lines of 
red dots are also found around or inside the initials, e.g., on ff. 4 lr-42r; 

sometimes triangles of red dots decorate the initials, e.g., on f. 46r. Red 
dots sometimes surround the letter after an initial, e.g., on f. 6v. Smaller 
initials, e.g., on ff. 4r-6v and 18v-23v, are outlined with red dots. On f. 
Srb the last initial 'D' is also touched with green. 

The text, headings, and many contemporary corrections appear to be 
the work of a single person. Lowe (1960: 20) describes him as a "master 
scribe." The corrections show that he had access to a second version of 
the Rule. The uncial script is described in detail by Farmer (1968: 13-
14). One heading, f. 40vb, is in Insular minuscule, possibly because too 
little room was left to use the normal uncials. 

Early additions: The only OE in the manuscript is two scribbles (9c 
or 10c) on f. 18v 'cnih' and f. 42v 'cniht ic drink', both written just 

above the first column. The name ';egel I m;er' appears on f. 44v between 
the two columns, very faint, and in the same hand on the same folio in 
the outer margin is 'menes' (ca. 1000). Around the same time neumes 
were added on ff. 20v, 23v, 29v, 44v, and 62r, apparently unrelated to 
the text. On f. 59v an 11c hand wrote 'ie(sus) (christu)s' in the bottom 
margin. A few other minor additions are noted by Farmer (20). Ff. lr-
16r received attention in the 13c from a scribe with "rough shod meth-
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ods" (Lowe 1929: 11) who added word division and made minor alter
ations to the text. 

Later additions: The inscription in the top margin of f. lr 'Regula 
S(anc)ti Benedicti' is in the same hand as inscriptions in other Hatton 
manuscripts. Just below is 'MS. Hatton 93'. A 16c hand wrote 'Thomas 
bryne' above the second column on f. 9r. A 17c hand wrote across the 
top of f. 77 (the binding lea� 'A peice of ven Antiquity'. In the 19c 
Bulkeley Bardinel added a note on f. i recto on the use of Hatton 48 by 
Mabillon (d. 1707). 

COLLATION: 18 3 and 7 halfsheets (ff. 1-8), 118 3 and 6 halfsheets (ff. 9-
16), III-VI 8 (ff. 17-48), VII8 2 and 7 halfsheets (ff. 49-56), VIIl8 (ff. 
57-64), IX8 3 and 6 halfsheets (ff. 65-72), X6 wants 5 and 6 (ff. 73-76).
Quires are marked on the verso of the last leaf with a 'q' at the bottom
of the first column and number from 'i' to 'uiiii' at the bottom of the
second; letter and number reversed for the first quire. Quire VIII only
has a capital 'Q' (f. 64v). Letter and number have three parallel graded
lines above and below.

CONTENTS: 

f. i recto-verso Blank apart from Bardinel's note (see above) and modern
inscriptions on the recto.

ff. 1r/1a-4r/16a Prologue: PRAEFATIO [REGJULAE I 'AUSCUL[TA 
O FILL I PRAECEPT A MAGI I STRI .... ERIMUS I HEREDES 
REG I NI CAELORUM.' (coll. de Vogue and Neufville: 1971-1977: 1: 
412-22/39) [heading is red and nearly invisible].

ff. 4r/17a-6v/13a Table of contents: CAPITULA REGU I LAE INCIP(I

U)NT I 'I DE GENERIB(US) 'UE'L UITA [ MONACHO[
'R'UM' (coll. de Vogue and Neufville: 1: 426-34) ['IB(US)', 'UE', 
and 'R' in a different hand]. 

ff. 6v/14a-76v/22b "Regula S. Benedicti": I DE GENERIBUS I MO

NACHO I RUM I 'MONA I CHORU(M) I QUATTU I OR ESSE 
GENERA I MANIFESTUM I EST.' Ends imperfectly: 'QUA I RUM 
OBSERUA' (coll. de Vogue and Neufville: 1: 436-2: 672/2). 

f. 77rv Binding leaf from St. Augustine, "Enchiridion": 'demostraui earn
fidem ... (et) quod cuiq(ue) necessariu(m)' (PL 40: 263-66 [chaps. 67-
72], with some text missing from chaps. 68-69).
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382. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 76 {4125)
Gregory's (Wrerferth's) "Dialogues"; "Admonitio of

St. Basil"; "Herbarium"; "Medicina de quadrupedibus" 
[Ker 328, Gneuss 632, 633, 634) 

HISTORY: Hatton 76 contains two· parts, called A (ff. 1-67) and B (ff. 
68-139) below, which were originally separate. Ker (Cat.) dates Part A s.
xi1

, B.1 s. xi med., and B.2 xi/xii. Part A.1 contains fragments of a revi
sion of Wrerferth's translation of Gregory's "Dialogues" into OE, per
haps done in Worcester a century or a century and a half later, around
950-1050 (see Yerkes 1978 and 1979: xvi). Part B.1 contains an OE ver
sion of the enlarged "Herbarium" and "Medicina de quadrupedibus"
(see Hollis and Wright 1992: 311-24, on the contents and tradition of
these texts). Both parts were certainly in Worcester by the first half of
the 13c at the latest, when they were glossed by the Worcester tremu
lous hand. It is not known when they were bound together. The manu
script was in Worcester in 1622-1623 when Patrick Young made his
catalogue (no. 322; see Atkins and Ker 1944). It was borrowed and not
returned by Christopher, Lord Hatton, along with the other manu
scripts which now form the Hatton collection, sometime before August
1644. It' was used by Dugdale around this time for his OE-English glossa
ry in Bodleian Library, Dugdale 29. On Hatton's death in July 1670,
Hatton 76 was sold, along with most of the others which he had ob
tained from Worcester, to Robert Scot, a London bookseller. The Bod

leian Library obtained Hatton 76 and the rest from him in 1671. A
transcript of Part B.1 (now Bodleian Library, Junius 58) was made by
Francis Junius (1589-1677), who also made many annotations in Hatton
76. Formerly known as Hatton 100.

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. i + 144 + i, foliated i, 1-65, 
65a,66-87, 87a, 87b, 88-110, 110a, 111-130, 130a, 131-140.F.38 should 
precede f. 37, and ff. 53 and 54 should precede ff. 51 and 52. Leaves are 

missing after: ff. 3, 14, 29, 31, 35, 38, 49, 52, 53, 54, 63, 67, 72, 73, 114, 
119, 130, and 139. A few of these were probably blank. F. 130a is a 
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small fragment with one column of 7 lines, the verso of which is blank. 
Rebound 17 /18c along with Hatton 20, 115, and 116. Ff. i and 140 are 
paper flyleaves dating from then. 

A strip cut off the top margin of f. 1 probably contained an inscrip
tion of ownership; just below a post-medieval hand has written 'A Sax
on Herball' (struck through); below again and to the right: 'Hatton. 
100'. 

The same modern hand that foliated the manuscript added notes in 
pencil at the top of ff. 37r, 38r, 5lr, 53r, and 54r indicating that the 
leaves are misplaced and notes in the bottom margins of f. 52v ('Here 
ends this Version of the Dialogues') and f. 54v ('Deest finis The next 
page is fol. 51'). The same hand, again in pencil, wrote 'ed. Norman' on 
f. 55r, top corner, and 'A folio missing' in the top margins of ff. 115r,
120r, and 130ar. The inside front cover and f. i recto have brief descrip
tions of the contents in modern hands.

Leather tags sewn on the bottom corners of ff. 55r and 68r mark the 
beginnings of Part A.2 ("Admonitio") and Part B.1 ("Herbarium") 
respectively. Another leather tag is found on the bottom of f. 125r. 

Part A.1 (ff. 1-54): Leaves measure 290-5 x 208 mm., written area ca. 
225 x 130-40 mm. HFFH. Prickings are usually visible in the outer 
margins; ruled in drypoint for 27 long lines with double bounding lines 
on right and left. Chapter titles and numbers are in red, sometimes 
metallic, especially at the beginning. Initials, including the 'P' of 'Petrus' 
and 'G' of 'Gregorius', are in red, sometimes with metallic overlay. 
Capitals are filled with red (metallic in first few folios). First line alter
nates red and metallic capitals. 

Part A (1 and 2) was written by one scribe (Ker, Cat., s. xi1) except 
for small sections in two other hands: (a) ff. 16v/17-18 ('Of ... forestih
tode') and 17r/14-17v/1 ('gaudentius . . .  bone 11 fatius') and (b) ff. 17r/1-
8 ('he . .. lande'), 17v/12-21 ('his ... cnapan'), and 20r/7-11 ('7 hrefde ...
licode'). 

Additions by the tremulous hand (first half of the 13c) are in a light 
brown ink. His work begins on f. 4r with several glosses and some 
marks altering vowels, marking word division (e.g., f. 4r/3, between 
'wundian' and 'oo' and at the end of f. 4r/10), and adding punctuation 
(e.g., points after 'horsa' [4r/9], 'an' [4r/10], and 'wreron' and 'gylte' 
[ 4r/11]). But he seems to have lost interest in this text rapidly; most of it 
is ,untouched apart from occasional glosses and marks on ff. 4r-5r, 6rv, 
7r, 8rv, 9r, 19v-20, 22v, 40v, 41v, 47r, 48r, and 49r, some of which are 
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only in pencil (e.g., f. 6r/15 'yldan: differre'). He wrote 'deficit' in the 
bottom margin of f. 14v and added some nota marks (' + '), e.g., on ff. 

l0r, llr, and 12v. 
Junius has added chapter numbers in the margins in the form 'cap.iii.' 

or 'pars cap. ii.' where a folio is missing. His numbering for Book 1 
corresponds with the versions which divide Book 1 into 12 chapters. In 
Book 2 he has not added a chapter number if the rubric already con
tained it, e.g., on f. 45v. Notes in the bottom margins of ff. 3v, 31v, 37v, 
and 50v indicate missing or misplaced folios. 

Part A.2 (ff. 55r-67v): Leaves measure 290-95 x 208 mm., written 
area ca. 235 x 120-30 mm. Prickings are usually visible in the outer mar
gins; ruled in drypoint in 19 long lines with double bounding lines right 
and left. Capitals are filled with red. 

The tremulous hand has glossed this text lightly throughout. Ink glosses 
sometimes repeat a very faint one in pencil in the margin, e.g,. f. 59r/ 6 
'vnriht'. He has also added some marks altering vowels, an occasional 
nota sign (' + '), and a considerable amount of punctuation near the 
beginning, especially ':', e.g., f. 55r/3, after 'peode' (altered from '.'), f. 
55r/6, after 'munuchades', and f. 55r/7, after 'gelrered'. The addition of 
the ':', and the marks in general, stop almost completely at the bottom 
of f. 56r. 

Junius' hand is found in the bottom margins of ff. 63v 'Excidit f(oli
u}m unum' and 67v 'Desunt folia circiter 12 m.'. 

Part B.1 (ff. 68r-130a): Leaves measure 295 x 208 mm., written area 
ca. 245 x 170 mm. HFFH. Prickings are sometimes visible top and bot
tom; ruled in two columns of 31 lines (each column ca. 73 mm. in 
width) in drypoint on hair side, double bounding lines right and left and 
triple in the centre. In the table of contents, incipits, chapter numbers, 
and titles are in red; initials alternate green and red. In the "Herbarium" 
large initials are green, smaller ones usually red, and chapter numbers up 
to and including f. 84r are also red. The illustrations of herbs which 
should accompany the text were never executed. The spaces which were 
left for them nearly always agree in size and placement with London, 
British Library, Cotton Vitellius C. iii [253]. There are pencil drawings 
on f. 76r (a flower), f. 95r (a dog), and f. 126v (a dragon). This section is 
the work of one scribe: Ker (Cat.) describes it as s. xi med., a regular 
round hand. 

F. 74ra has a scribble in the top margin which Ker dates as 12/13c:

'saluz maund a frere water de breouuode I cente cincquante millers.' 
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What appears to be the same hand is practicing the letters 'w' and 'z' in 
the top margin off. 105v, and possibly the same hand added an alphabet 
across the top margin off. 73v . A crude hand (or hands) of 12/13c has 
added fragments of alphabets on ff. 80v, 87bv, and 97v . Following the 
alphabet on f. 97v, the same hand has written the "Ave Maria," and 
also, in a blank space on f. 101v, the beginning of the "Pater noster." 
Possibly the same hand has written 'ueneria [f]ac[i ]e[s]' in the top margin 
off. 78v, partially cropped . Other hands have added on f. 87ar 'omnis 
homo'; on f. 87bv 'teter' (twice); in the top margin off. 98r 'O maria'; 
in the margin off. 114v '[ ]ocche', cropped; in the bottom margin off. 
121v 'amen dico uobis s(empe}r om(n}ia', and on f. 130v 'k(arissi}mo 
d(omi}no suo' . 

In the tabie of contents, the tremulous hand has added a number of 
nota signs, 'e' and'+' . Within the "Herbarium" and "Medicina," he has 
added the chapter numbers after 'xxviii', starting on f. 84v where the 
rubicator stopped, except for those between and including 'cxxxix' and 

'clxiii' which correspond to the missing leaf in the table of contents. He 
has also added and altered some incorrect numbers on ff. 79v-8 lr by 
compa�ison with the table of contents . He is responsible for the titles, 
that is, the names of the herbs updated into ME, usually written in the 
blank spaces left for the drawings . As in the table of contents, there are 
many nota marks in his hand, flagging cures . There are only two actual 
glosses, on ff. 74v and 75v, but a number of notes, etc ., e.g., f. 113r 
contra pulices. Much of his work here, especially the chapter numbers, 
was first written in crayon. 

Part B.2 (ff. 131-9): Leaves measure 290 x 205 mm ., written area ca . 
225 x 160 mm . Prickings are sometimes visible top and bottom; ruled in 
two columns of 30 lines (each column ca . 70 mm.) in drypoint with 
double bounding lines right and left and triple in the center . Initials are 
red, sometimes with metallic overlay . Headings are underlined in red . 
Latin only; written by one scribe (Ker, Cat., s .  xi/xii).

COLLATION: 

Part A: I now one bifolium + 1 leaf after 2, probably 2 leaves miss
ing after 3 (ff. 1-3), 118 (ff. 4-11), 1118 wants central bifolium (ff. 12-17), 
IV8 = three bifolia + 1 leaf after 5 and 1 after 7 (ff. 18-25), V6 + 1 leaf 
(now missing) after 4 (ff. 26-31), Vl8 wants two outer bifolia (ff. 32-35), 
Vll8 wants 3, 4, 5 (ff. 36-40; 38 should precede 37), VIIl8 (ff. 41-48), IX
now two bifolia with a leaf missing after f. 49 and two after f. 53 (ff. 49, 
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50, 53, 54), xs wants three outer bifolia (ff. 51-52, now misbound in the 
middle of IX), Xis (ff. 55-62), XII now two bifolia (ff. 63-65, 67) and 
two leaves inserted after £. 65 (ff. 65a and 66). 2 and 7 in VII are half
sheets. 

Part B: Is wants 6 after f. 72 and 8, probably blank, after f. 73 (ff. 68-
73), II-Vis (ff. 74-ll0a), Vlls wants 5 after f. 114 (ff. 111-17), VIII8 

wants 3 after f. 119 (ff. 118-124), IXs wants 7 after f. 130 (ff. 125-130a), 
· X 10 wants 10, probably blank (ff. 131-139). F. 130a is a small fragment. 

CONTENTS: 

1. Part A.1 Fragments of a revision of Wrerferth's translation of Grego
ry's "Dialogues":

ff. lr-54v/27 ' IC. .tELFRED. GIFENDVM. I CRISTE.' Ends imperfect
ly on f. 52v near the end of Book 2, chap. 35: 'ponne of minre lret
nysse .. .' (ed. Hecht 1900: 1-174/20, as MS H). Ff. 53 and 54 belong· 
before f. 51; f. 38 belongs before f. 37. Missing text in Book 1: all of 
chap. 1, parts of 2 and 5, all of 6, part of 7, all of 12; in Book 2: parts 
of the table of contents, chaps. 1, 2, and 3, all of 4 and 5, parts of 6, 
8, 9, 23, and 27, all of 28 and 29, parts of 30 and 31, all of 32 and 33, 
parts of 34 and 35, and all thereafter. 

2. Part A.2 ff. 55r/1-67v/19 Fragment of .tElfric's translation of the
"Admonitio" of St. Basil: 'BASILIVS SE EADIGA. BE DAM WE
.tER I awriton.' Ends imperfectly: '7 hafa pe gemet .. .' (ed. Norman
1849: 32-56).

3. Part B.1 The enlarged "Herbarium" and "Medicina de quadrupedi
bus":

ff. 68r-73v Table of contents of the "Herbarium": Incipiunt capites 

libri medici I nalis. '.I. No men herbe betonica I p{ret) is biscopwyrt.' 
(coll. de Vriend 1984: 1-29, as MS B) [f. 73v/28a-31a and all f. 73vb 
are blank, apart from a large 'X' in the tremulous hand]. 

ff. 74r-124r Enlarged "Herbarium": 'DEOS WYRT DE MAN I betto-
n,ican nemnao' (coll. de Vriend 1984: 30-232). 

[Note: Consists of (1) Antonius Musa, "De herba vettonica liber" (ff. 
74r/16a-75v/8a}; (2) Ps.-Apuleius, "Herbarium" (ff. 75v/20a-110ar/5a}; (3) 
Dioscordes, "Liber medicinae ex herbis femininis" (ff. ll0ar/20a-124r/29b).] 

ff. 124v-130ar "Medicina de quadrupedibus": 'SAGAD D.tET .tEGYP-
TA I cyninc idpartus wres haten.' (coll. de Vriend 1984: 234-72) [f. 
130av blank]. 
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[Note: Consists of (1) "De taxone liber" (ff. 124v/2a-125r/30a); (2) a treatise 
on the mulberry (f. 125r/31a-125v/20a); (3) Sextus Placitus, "Liber medicinae 
ex animalibus" (ff. 125v/29a-130ar/7a).] 

4. Part B. 2 Two letters in Latin about precious stones:
ff. 13lr-139v/2b Hie continentur ep(isto}l� du�. quas I euax .... In

cipit epistola prima. 'Desideranti tibi scribere a me' Second letter 
begins at f. 131r/llb: Incipit Secunda epistola. 'Euax arabi� rex 
tiberio im I peratori salutem.' (pr. Evans 1922: 195-213) [f. 139v/3b-
30b blank]. 

PHOTO NOTES: The following italicized letters near the gutter are not 
visible in the photographs: 2v/2 da,da; 2v/4 tosceade; 2v/8 ea!; 2v/9 nan; 
2v/11 fra(m}; 2v/12 forswigode; 2v/16 ping; 2v/19 puhte; 2v/25 mregen; 
2v/26 swyoor; 3v/18 hit &er wtes; 3v/24 mar; 15v/1 life; 23v/27 gedreh
tu(m}; 51v/27 hrea; 52v/27 lretnysse; 60v/19 samaritaniscean; 68v/23b 
oores; 68v/28b geswrenced sy; 78v/20b untru(m}nesse; 79v/6b hi(m}; 
79v/29b siddan; 85v/2b wyrte; 85v/6b ilcan; 85v/9b drigge sy; 97v/21b 
gepeode; 98v/23b uncuo; 98v/30b pon(ne}; 100v/24b anydeo; 100v/27b 
hig; lOOv/296 pas; lOlv/lb fineles; 101v/8b hinnula(m}; 102v/12b hret
an; 108v/11b wyl to; 110v/5b ele; llOv/llb regdre; 110v/13b wine; 
110v/28b ele; llOav/llb smyra; 114v/2b mid; 114v/25b wyrte; 118v/4b 
biil; 118v/5b astirunge; 121v/14b beli{m}pe; 122v/21b wingeard; 
122v/24b hit b[ ]; 122v/25b innan; 122v/29b lidan; 122v/31b afeorma[ ]. 
Title and item as cited for ff. 68r-73r not visible on fiche; next line as on 
film: 'Wid unhyru(m} niht grengu(m}'. 
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384a. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 113 (5210) 
"St. Wulstan's Homiliary," Part 1 

[Ker 331, Gneuss 637] 

HISTORY: Hatton 113 appears to have been copied for, and used by, 
St. Wulstan, bishop of Worcester (1062-1095): several of the obits have 
Worcester connections and three are for close relations of Wulstan's, the 
year of his ordination as bishop is noted, and the letter on f. ii recto 
summons him to the Council of Winchester. The latest obit in the 
original hand is for the year 1063 and the kalendrical tables are for the 
years 1064-1095 (with 1062-1063 added) and 1056-1083, suggesting a 
date of copying within the range 1064-1083, and most likely at the 
earlier end of the range, near the time of Wulstan's consecration. McIn
tyre (1978) says it was probably between 1062-1070. 

With Hatton 114 [384b], Hatton 113 forms a large collection of homi
lies, which was possibly first separated into two volumes around 1200, 
Pollard's (1975) date for the binding of Hatton 113, and approximately 
the date (early 13c) that a separate table of contents was added in the 
margins of Hatton 114, ff. 9v-10r (see Ker 1937). Hatton 113 was proba
bly intended as a continuation of Bodleian Library, Junius 121 [391], a 
collection of ecclesiastical institutes and homilies: the quire signatures 
which end at 'n' in Junius 121, begin at 'p' here. The strong association 
with Archbishop Wtilfstan in Junius 121 also continues in this volume. 
Hatton 113 is the principal source for Wulfstan's sermons, used exten
sively by Napier (1883) and Bethurum (1957) in their editions. Those on 
ff. 1-115 are homilies for any occasion, mainly Wulfstan or pseudo
Wulfstan, but the three beginning on ff. 80v, 94v, and 102v are by .tEl
fric; those on ff. 115-144 (and continuing in Hatton 114), for fixed 
festivals early in the year, are all by .tElfric. McIntyre (1978) notes that 
the characteristic script of these volumes and the specific Worcester 
references in Hatton 113 confirm that they were written at Worcester, 
and she uses Hatton 113 as one of her fixed points. 

Glosses and annotations in the tremulous hand, first half of the 13c, 
confirm that it remained in Worcester. In the 16c an inscription, 'Liber 
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Ecclesia:: Wygorn,' was added in the top margin of f. ii recto, now 
erased. Also in the 16c the manuscript was annotated by John Joscelyn 
(1529-1603) and used for his A-S glossaries in London, Lambeth Palace 
692, f. 37. He copied obits from the calendar, ff. iii recto-viii verso, into 
London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius D. vii, f. 48. It was still part of 
the Worcester Cathedral collection in 1622-1623 when Patrick Young 
made his catalogue and described it (no. 318; see Atkins and Ker 1944). 
It was borrowed by Christopher, Lord Hatton, along with the other 
manuscripts which now form the Hatton collection in the Bodleian, 
sometime before August 1644 when it was indexed by Dugdale (see 
Bodleian Library, Dugdale 29, f. iv verso). After Hatton's death on 4 
July 1670, Hatton 113, 114, 115, and 116 were kept by his son, and not 
sold like the rest of the collection. In 1675 he gave all four manuscripts 
to the Bodleian, but they, and Junius 121, were lent to Dr. Thomas 
Marshall and by him to Junius. They returned to the Bodleian as part of 
the Junius collection after Junius's death in 1678, hence the earlier, 
erroneous shelfmark, Junius 99. 

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. i + 154 + iii, foliated i-xi, 1-
147. Leaves measure 255 x 155 mm., written space 200 x 95 mm. HFFH.

The binding is described by Pollard (1975:157): "256 x 168 mm. Whit
tawed sheepskin over oak boards. Sewn on four bands of thong includ
ing the head- and tailbands. The thongs are rather wide (13 mm unsplit).
Tabs at the head and tail of the spine. Traces of head and pin fastening.
The bands enter tunnels and are pegged in grooves entirely on the inside
of the boards. Bound (or entirely rebound) possibly at Worcester, about
A.D. 1200 more than a hundred years after it was written."

Ff. i and 147 are medieval parchment flyleaves. Ff. 145-146 are paper
leaves inserted by Dugdale, 17c. Prickings are usually visible in the side 
margins and at top and bottom. Ruled for 23 long lines. Double bound
ing lines, right and left. Ff. 1-144v: headings are in red rustic capitals; 
initials green or metallic red, usually alternating, and once blue (f. 139v). 
Calendar (f. ii verso): lines, headings, and capitals are red apart from one 
line and one capital in blue; (ff. iii recto-viii verso): headings, initials, 
capitals, and some entries are red, green, and blue; capitals sometimes 
filled with red, green, or blue. Computus tables (ff. ix recto-xi recto): 

lines, headings and initials are red and green, but five large capitals on f. 
x verso are blue; only red is used on f. xi recto. Table of contents (f. xi 
verso): numbers, headings, initials, and lines are red and green. 
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Ff. 1-144 were written by a single scribe, in Worcester, probably 
between 1062-1070. The same scribe was also responsible for most of 
Hatton 114 and probably Junius 121 as well. The summons added on f. 
ii recto/1-10 is also in this script. Other early additions, the calendar 
and computus tables ( ff. ii verso-xi recto) and the table of contents (f. xi 
verso) are in "an attractive and unusual hand," also found in Hatton 
114, Junius 121, and elsewhere (see Ker Cat., 399, and Bannister 1916: lx, 
where it is dated after 1062). 

Early additions: Coleman's hand (1080 x 1100) is found on f. 78v 
(signed as '[c]plfman') and, unsigned, adding obits on ff. iii recto-viii 
verso and notes on ff. 39v and 40r; also unsigned but in rustic capitals 
and apparently the same hand are marginalia on ff. 70v, 78r, 108v, 128v, 
and 134r. (See Ker 1949 and McIntyre 1978: 40-42). Running heads were 
added 1060 x 1080 to ff. 1-144 (and Hatton 114) in the same format as 
the table of contents, e.g., '.I. BE DAM FRUMSCEAFTE' (Rustic capi
tals), then sometimes abbreviated, e.g., '.I. F'. The table of contents (f. xi 
verso) originally covered up to item LX (Hatton 114, f. 221). Another 
hand added the early additions to Hatton 114, items LXI-ill, without 
colors, to the table of contents; a line between items XXVII and XXVIlI 
marks the split into two volumes. Marginalia in Latin in current hands 
of 12c and 12/ 13c are found throughout, as in Hatton 114, particularly 
on ff. 8v-9v, 48v-51v, 65v-67r, 105r-107r, and 111v-113r. 'Sermones 
anglice XX' (retouched) on the spine may be compared with 'Sermones 
anglici .XXI.' in Hatton 114 (12/13c). Nearly contemporary alterations 
to the text and glosses are found in several hands: e.g., in Insular hands 
in English on ff. 1-8 and 61-64 (see Franzen 1991, esp. 30-34, on these 
and the tremulous hand, below, which are often difficult to distinguish). 

Tremulous hand (first half of the 13c): Most of the tremulous glosses 
in this manuscript are found in one layer in a late version of his hand, 
particularly large and trembly. Earlier versions of his hand, smaller, 
generally tidier and less trembly, but also less consistent in appearance 
than the later glosses, are also found scattered throughout. Particularly 
on ff. 1-8 and 80v-81r these earlier tremulous glosses are in ME, usually 
erased. Unlike Hatton 114, there are only very occasional glosses in 
pencil or crayon. The latter part of the manuscript, containing .!Elfrician 
material, is more heavily glossed. There are some alterations to letters, 
usually vowels, e.g., ge: i, y: e, and marks of word division are also add
ed, but less punctuation has been added than in some other manuscripts. 
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A few nota marks have been placed in the margins, 'N', 'e', 'not', and 
'+' (ff. 14v, 41r, 45v, 57v, 87v, and 116v), but very few compared with 
other manuscripts which he glossed. 

Post-medieval additions include cross references added to the table of 
contents (f. xi verso) and scattered marginalia, for example on ff. 30r, 
53v, 60r, 75v. 

COLLATION: Ff. ii-xi, 1-144. 1 10 (ff. ii-xi), II-XVIIl8 (ff. 1-136), XIX8 

3 and 6 are halfsheets (ff. 137-144). Quire signatures are marked in bot
tom margin of the first recto of Quires ill-XVI: 'p' (f. 9), 'q' (f. 17), 'r' 

(f. 25), 's' (f. 33), 't' (f. 41), 'u' (f. 49), 'x' (f. 57), 'y' (f. 65), 'z' (f. 73), '&' 
(f. 81), '7' (f. 89), 'w' (f. 97), 'p' (f. 105), 'p' (f. 113) (see Robinson 1973:
450); they are probably a continuation of those in Junius 121, which has 
'a'-'n' on Quires II-XIV. 

CONTENTS: 

Flyleaves at the beginning. 
f. i recto Blank apart from 'E' and 'A' near the top ('A' is normally used

for Hatton 113 in cross references of 17c in other Hatton manu
scripts, but 'E' also occurs occasionally).

f. i verso Post-medieval hands: (1) practicing the OE alphabet, letter
forms and equivalents, especially 'D', 'd', and 'p', (2) an erasure (illegi
ble), and (3) 'Prima pars homiliarum'.

1. f. ii recto/1-20 Copy of a letter from Rome summoning Wulstan to
the Council of Winchester at Easter 1070: EPISTOLA CARDINA

LIUM URBIS ROMA):: I AD WLSTANUM EPISCOPUM. 'I. &
P. p(res)b(ite)ri cardinales s(an)c(t)i PETRI. Wlstano, de Wihra I
ceastre. ep(iscop)o sal(utem).' (ed. Darlington 1928: 189-90) [In the
top inner margin of f. ii recto a post-medieval hand has written '1"
pars homiliar(um)', and the inscription (16c) 'Liber Ecclesi.e Wygorn'
is erased, but legible under ultraviolet light.].

2. f. ii recto/21-31 Two prayers for the peace of the church and for the
king: 'Oremus omnes .. .' and 'Q(uesumu)s om(ni) p(oten)s d(eu)s . .. .'
The second breaks off: ' . . .  ualeat p(er) uenire. p(er)' (ed. Darlington
1928: 190).

3a. ff. ii verso-viii verso Calendar (ed. Dewick and Frere 1921: 589-602). 
36. ff. ix recto-xi recto 9c-llc computus tables.
4. f. xi verso Table of contents: CAPITVLA . 'I Be dam frumsceafte.'
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[original entries cover Hatton 113, ff. 1r-144v and Hatton 114, ff. 9r-
230r; early additions include Hatton 114, ff. 230r-246v (i.e., items 
LXI-LXIII) ].

Homilies: 
5. ff. 1r/1-3r/7 DE INITIO CREATURE. I 'IN PRINCIPIO FECIT

D(EU)S CELVM I & terram'; OE begins at f. lr/6: 'Adam se a!resta
man' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 1, 1-4/4 and continued in a footnote [f.
2v/12] [The running head '.I. BE DAM FRUMSCEAFTE', abbrevi
ated from f. lv, is found on ff. 1r-10v.].

6. ff. 3r/8-4r/12 [OE and Latin] BE FRUMSCEAFTE I 'On pisre
worulde fruman. [gloss: 'i{n)icio'] god a!lmihtig I gesceop. 7 ge
worhte' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 62) [subtitles for the ages of the world
in metallic red capitals].

7. ff. 4r/13-10v/12 INCIPIUNT SERMONES LUPI EPISCOPI. I
'Leofan men us b{isceopum) [gloss: 'episcopis'] is deope beboden' (ed.
Bethurum 1957: no. 6).

8. ff. 10v/13-16r/1 "De fide catholica": .II. ITEM SERMO. DE FIDE.

I 'Leofan men clod swa eow mycel pearf is.' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no.
7).

9. ff. 16r/2-21r/19 SERMO DE BABTISM(ATE). 'Leofan men eallum
I cristenum mannum is mycel j:>earf' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 8c).

10. ff. 21r/20-27r/17 [Latin and OE] INCIPIT DE UISIONE ISAIE

P(RO)PHETE I QUAM UIDIT SUPER IUDAM ET HIER{SA)

L(E)M. 11 'IN DIEBUS ILLIS. Dixit isaias p(ro)pheta.' OE begins at
f. 23v/2: DE UISIONE I ISAIE P{RO)PHETAE 'FEla is on bocum
pa!s de I ma!g to bysnan' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 11).

11. ff. 27r/17-31v/13 [Latin and OE] DE SEPTIFORME SP{IRIT)U. I
'Sp{iritu)s s(an)c{tu}s pro septenaria operatione.' OE begins at f.
27v/14: BE DAM SEOFANFEALDANGODES GYFAN. I 'ISA
IAS SE WITEGA A wRA T ON HIS I witegunge be dam halgan gas
te.' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 9).

12. ff. 31v/13-34r/16 [Latin and OE] DE ANTICRISTO. I 'Omnis qui
s(e)c{un)d{u)m chr{ist)iane p{ro)fessionis rectitu I dinem.' OE begins at
f. 33r/11: 'Leofan men understandao I swyoe georne pa!t ge [gloss:
'vos'] rihtlice 7 wa!rlice' (ed. Bethurum 1957: nos. la and 16).

13. ff. 34r/17-44r/10 [Latin and OE] DE CRISTIANITATE. I 'A
chr{ist)o enim chr{ist)iani sunt nominati.' OE begins at f. 38r/20:
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HER ONGYND BE CRISTEN I DOME 'Eallum cristenum man
nu(m) is mycel I pear£' (ed. Bethurum 1957: nos. 106 [Latin] and 10c 
[OE]. [An OE translation of part of the Latin is found in the side 
margin of f. 35r, beginning (trimmed on right): 'Seo halga cyrce is 
sooli[ ]' (ed. Bethurum 1957: 195, note to 11. 33-43).] 

14. ff. 44r/10-47v/11 S(E)C(UN)D(U)M MARCUM I 'Interrogatus
ie(su)s a discipulis'; OE begins at f. 44r/18: 'L(eofan men) We eow
willao be sumum drele [gloss: 'ex pane'] secgan hu.' (ed. Bethurum
1957: no. 5).

15. ff. 47v/12-49v/12 LECTIO S(AN)C(T)I EUANGELII; S(E)C(UN)

D(U)M MATHEUM. I 'Egressus ie(sus) de templo ibat!' OE begins
at f. 48r/20: 'Leofan men. Hit gewearo hwilum on orere I byrig' (ed.
Bethurum 1957: no. 2).

16. ff. 49v/12-52r/2 S(E)C(UN)D(A)M LUCA(M) I 'Erunt signa in
sole & luna & stellis & r(e)l(iqua) I Dis godspel sego. 7 swutelao.' (ed.
Bethurum 1957: no. 3).

17. ff. 52r/2-56v/14 DE TEMPORIB(US) I ANTICRISTI. 'Leofan
men us is mycel I pear£ pret we wrere [gloss: 'caue'] beon.' (ed. Bethu
rum 1957: no. 4).

18. ff. 56v/14-58v/2 SERMO. IN .XL. I 'Leofan men us is swyoe
mycel pear£ I on relcne timan.' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 14).

19. ff. 58v/2-61r/13 DE FALSIS DIES. I 'Eala gefyrn is. pret ourh
deofol fela pinga I misfor [gloss: 'eode']' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 12).

20. ff. 61r/13-66r/8 SERMO AD POPULUM. I [The following (a, b,
c) are printed separately as three items, but are treated as one entry in
the text, the table of contents, and the runnings heads:]

a. ff. 61r/14-62r/7 'Leofan men understandao p(ret} rerest cristenra I
manna gehwylc [gloss: 'reurice']'. 

ff. 62r/7-22 TO FOLCE. I 'Leofan men for ure ealra pearfe. crist 
com I on pis lif.' 

ff. 62r/22-62v/14 TO FOLCE. I 'Leofan men hwa mreg refre oorum 
furoor [gloss: 'vlt(er)ri(us)'J 11 freondscype gecyoan.' 

ff. 62v/14-64r/21 TO FOLCE: I 'Leofan men utan don eac swa us 
pear£ is. I beon geornfulle [gloss: 'seduli'] ure agenre oearfe .. . .  7
gearnfao us heofona rice.' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 13). 

b. ff. 64r/22-65r/6 'Utan don eac swa we gyt lreran willao . . .  gode ge
strynao' (coll. Napier 1883: no. 24, ending at 121/5). 

c. ff. 65r/6-66r/8 TO FOLCE. I 'Leofan men habbao refre anrredne
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[gloss: '(con)stante(m) '] geleafan I on a:nne god .... on da:re peni
tentiale.' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 25). [T he 'penitentiale ' probably re
fers to Junius 121.] 

21. ff. 66r/9-73r/4 Her is halwendlic lar. 7 3earflic la:wedu(m) I man

num pe pa:t la:den ne cunnon. I 'MEN. DA. LEOFESTAN. GE
HY I rad [gloss: 'audite '] hwa:t us halige bee beodad [gloss: 'p(re)di
ca(n)t'].' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 29).

22. ff. 73r/4-80v/2 BE RIHTAN CRISTENIDOME. 'Mycel is nydpe
arf cristenum I mannum.' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 30; Scragg 1992: 396-
403).

23. ff. 80v/3-81r/8 'We willad nu secgan sume bysne to pisum.' (ed.
Napier 1883: no. 31) [running head: 'BEANE MUNUCCILDE'].

24. ff. 81r/8-83r/16 SERMO DE CENA D(OMI)NI. I 'Leofan men ic
wille cydan eow eallu(m).' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 15).

25. ff. 83r/17-83v/1 'Eala leofan men swytele is gesyne .... a he ma:g 
him wenan hetelices leanes.' (Napier 1883: no. 37, 177, note to 11. 1-
6). 

26. ff. 83v/1-84v/11 "Lectio secundum Lucam": BE GODES I BYDE

LUM. 'Godcundlice bydelas 7 godes I lage lareowas.' (ed. Bethurum
1957: no. 17, beginning from 243/43 [note ]) [beginning of this text at
ff. 93v/5-94v/13 (item 30 below)].

27. ff. 84v/11-90v/17 ITEM I SERMO LUPI. AD ANGLOS QUAN
DO DANI. I MAXIME. P(ER)SECUTISUNT EOS. QUOD FU
IT. I IN DIES JEl>ELREDI REGIS. I 'Leofan men gecnawad p(a:t)
sod is.' (ed. Bethurum 1957: 20 (EI); coll. Whitelock 1963: 47-67).

28. ff. 90v/18-91v/16 Her is gyt rihtlic warnung [gloss: 'cau(er)e '] 7
so3lic myne I gung peode to pearfe. I 'Leofan men utan understand
an ealswa I us pearf is.' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 21).

29. ff. 91v/16-93v/4 BE MISTILICAN GELIMPAN. 'Gyf hit gewe
orde. p(a:t) on I peodscype becume healic [gloss: 'p(re)cipu(us)']
ungelimp.' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 35). [Rubricator has added the cor
rect running heads, in metallic red, on ff. 92r-93v, above the original

ones which erroneously carried on from the previous text.]
30. ff. 93v/5-94v/13 .L(ECTIO). S(E)C(UN)D(U)M LUCAM 'Dixit

ie(sus) discipulis suis.' OE begins at f. 93v/13: BE BISCOPHA
DU(M). I 'L(eofan men) Se halga godspellere lucas .... pa:r hi scoldan 
I clypian. & r(e)l(iqua).' (ed. Bethurum 1957: no. 17, ending at 
243/ 43) [rest of this text found at ff. 83v/1-84v/11 (item 26 above)]. 

31. ff. 94v/14-102v/4 "De dorninica oratione": 'Se ha:lend crist sydpan
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he to oissum life I c6m' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 19; as Thorpe 1844: 
no. 19) [running head: 'Be pam pat(er) n(oste}r']. 

32. ff. 102v/5-115v/3 SERMO AD POPULUM. IN OCTAUIS PEN

TECOSTEN DI I CENDUS. 'We willao eow secgan sume swutelunge
I nu' (coll. Pope 1967-1968: no. 11).

33. ff. 115v/3-124r/20 SERMO IN DIE NATALIS D(OMI)NI. I

'MINE GEBRODRA DA LEOFEST AN I on pisum d�ge' (coll.
Godden 1979: no. 1) [four musical notes near the top outer corner].

34. ff. 124r/20-130v/13 KL DECEMBRIS. NAT(A)L(E) S(AN)C(T)I

STEPHANI P(RO)TOM(ARTYRIS) I 'WE Rh'.DAD ON D.tERE
BEC' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 3; as Thorpe 1844: no. 3).

35. ff. 130v/13-139v/1 KL IANUARIUS I NATALE S(AN)C(T)I

IOHANNIS EUUANGELISTAE. I 'JOHANNES SE GODSPELL
ERE CRISTES I dyrling [gloss: 'dilect(us)'J' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no.
4; as Thorpe 1844: no. 4) [a second gloss to 'dyrling' erased and illegi
ble].

36. ff. 139v/1-144v/23 Xllla. KL DECEMBRIS. NAT(A)L(E)

S(AN)C(T)OR(UM) I INNOCENTU(M). 'NU TOD.tEG GODES
GELA I pung'; ends •�t pissum unsc�opigum martiru(m) hy synd' and
continues in Hatton 114, f. 9r (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 5, ending at 1.
184; as Thorpe 1844: no. 5, ending at 88/34).

Flyleaves: 
f. 145r Table of contents, signed, in Dugdale's hand, dated 12 August

1644.
ff. 145v-147v Blank. 

PHOTO NOTES: Ff. i recto and 145v-147v not shown on fiche. 
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384b. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 114 (5134) 
"St. Wulstan's Homiliary," Part 2 

[Ker 331, Gneuss 638] 

HISTORY: Hatton 114 is the second volume of the collection of homi
lies which began in Hatton 113. This volume contains mainly homilies 
by h:lfric. On its history, see the description under Hatton 113 [384a]. 

Joscelyn annotated Hatton 114, but did not use it for his A-S word lists. 
Young no. 319 (Atkins and Ker 1944). Formerly known as Junius 22. 

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. i + 248 + iv, foliated (i) + 1-
97, 97\ 98-250, (251). Leaves measure 267 x 160 mm. Written space 200 

x 94 mm. HFFH. Rebound in the 19c. 
Ff. i, 250, and 251 are modern paper flyleaves; ff. 248-249 are Dug

dale's. Prickings are usually visible in the side margins and at top and 
bottom. Ruled for 23 long lines. Double bounding lines, right and left. 
Headings are in metallic red rustic capitals. Sometimes (e.g., f. 15r) the 
first line of text is also in metallic red; sometimes (e.g., ff. 163r, 173r, 
181r, 190r) in rustic capitals filled with green. Initials are metallic red, 
blue, and green, except in the first quire (ff. 1-8) where they are red or 
metallic red. 

Hatton 114 is a continuation of Hatton 113, in which the .original 
table of contents on f. xi verso includes the material on ff. 9r-230r of 
Hatton 114, and early additions to the table of contents (items LXI
LXIII), that on ff. 230r-246v. The split into two volumes must have 
occurred no later than the early 13c when a new table of contents for 
Hatton 114 was added in the margins of ff. 9v-10r (see Ker 1937). Ff. 
9r-201r/6 are in the same hand as ff. lr-144v of Hatton 113 and proba
bly Bodleian Library, Junius 121 [391] as well. Ff. 201r/9-230r/17 ap
pear to be in a different hand which was also responsible for the early 
additions on ff. 236r/1-242v/6 and lr/1-4v/9. Other early additions on 
ff. 230r/18-235v/23 and 242v/7-246v/1 are in a hand also found in 
Hatton 113, Junius 121, and elsewhere. What is probably Hemming's 
hand (ca. 1060 x 1080) wrote f. 246v/2-23; three other hands of the same 
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period wrote ff. 4v/10-20, ff. 5r/1-8v/22, and ff. 247r/1-247v/6, com
pleting the collection as it now stands (see Ker Cat., 398-99). 

Early additions: Marginal notes in Coleman's hand (end of 11c) in 
rustic capitals, unsigned, are found on ff. 11 v, 13v, and 25r (see Ker 1949 
and McIntyre 1978: 40-42). Running heads (ca. 1060 x 1080) were added 
to ff. 9-230 in the same hand and style as in Hatton 113. The format 
changes slightly at f. 230v, and there are no running heads after f. 235v, 
nor on ff. 1r-8v. The running heads on ff. 200v and 201r were added 
later in a lighter brown ink (these two short texts were not listed in the 
table of contents), and the same hand added and altered some Roman 
numerals in running heads, e.g., ff. 201v-212r. Title and number (12/ 
13c), 'Sermones anglici JOCI.', in top margin of f. lr (compare '.XXII.' 
in Hatton 115) was clearly in place before the tremulous hand wrote 'de 
die judicii' down the side margin. 

Marginalia in Latin in current hands of 12c and 12/13c as in Hatton 
113 are found throughout, but especially before f. 115; see, for example, 
ff. 22v-24r, 56v, and 93v-97r. A table of contents was added in the early 
13c (Ker 1937), on the side margins of ff. 9v-10r, and includes the mate
rial on ff. 9r-246v. There are some glosses and corrections in Insular 
hands (e.g., on ff. lv, 2r, 3v) but they are not as numerous as in Hatton 

113. 
Tremulous hand (first half of the 13c): There are several layers of 

tremulous glosses: one in pencil, usually in the margin; one in ink with 
very tidy, small glosses often repeating the pencil glosses over the cor
rect lemmata; one in crayon, less coherent than the pencil layer, but also 
usually in the margin; and a second layer in ink with larger, but still 
reasonably steady glosses. There are some marks altering vowels, adding 
word division and occasionally punctuation. Marginal nota marks are 
much more common in this manuscript than in Hatton 113. 

The tremulous hand wrote headings on ff. lr and Sr for the two 
homilies in the quire added at the beginning of the manuscript, neither 
of which was included in the table of contents on ff. 9v-10r nor given 
running heads. He noticed that there was something missing after f. 
235v and wrote 'deficit' in the bottom margin and 'De dedicatione' in 
the top margin of f. 236r as a heading for the homily which begins 
imperfectly there, also altering the table of contents on f. 10r. 

On ff. 9v-10r where the margins had been specially ruled for the 
table of contents added in the early 13c, he utilized the leftover ruled 
lines for a worksheet, or collection of scribbled word pairs, English and 
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Latin, almost all of which were drawn from glosses in the manuscript. 
Several of the word pairs in the bottom margins of ff. 9v-10r are in 
crayon. 

Post-medieval additions: Joscelyn added a gloss on f. 18v and margina

lia on ff. 36v, 42v, and 49r. Dugdale (5 August 1644) added a table of 
contents on ff. 248rv. There are also various cross references, e.g., ff. 
69v, 86r, 235v, 246r, 247r, and 248r. 

F. lr, top margin, has 'Saxon I Homiles tom: 1' (compare Hatton 115
' ... tom: 2') in the same hand as titles in other Hatton manuscripts. In 
the bottom margin another hand wrote 'MS. Junius I 22' (struck through), 
with 'Hatton 114' written in pencil in a modern hand beside it. 

COLLATION: I-XXIV8 (ff. 1-191), :XXV8 + 1 after 8 (ff. 192-200), 
XXVI-XXVIII10 (ff. 201-230), XXIX8 wants 6 and 7 (ff. 231-236),
XXX10 + 1 after 10 (ff. 237-247). 5 and 6 in Quires XXVI and XXX are
halfsheets. One catchword, pig, partly cropped, is visible in the bottom
margin of f. 135v, the end of Quire XVII.

[Note: The continuation of Hatton 113 begins with Quire II. Quire I contains 
early additions to the manuscript, in contemporary or near-contemporary 
hands.] 

CONTENTS: 

Early additions at the beginning: 
1. ff. 1r/1-4v/9 'Leofan men utan don swa us I mycel pear£ is' (coll.

Napier 1883: no. 40 and Scragg 1992: no. 2 [N].
2. f. 4v/10-20 Extract from "Dominica .V. Quadragesime": 'Deos tid

fram dissum 7weardan da!ge.. . . butan sum healic freoslda!g him on
besceote;' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 13, 127/1-10) [followed by pen
trials by a scribe (Ker: 12c?) practicing some Insular characters ].

3. ff. 5r/1-8v/22 Addition to "V. Non. Maii sanctorum Alexandri,
Eventii, et Theodoli": 'ON DISSUM D.IEGE WE WURDIAD MID
LOFSANGU(M)' (ed. Pope 1967-1968: no. 23). [A chrismon at the
end corresponds with one at the bottom of f. 153r (Godden 1979: no.
18, 1. 69); this text is intended as an addition to that one.]

Homilies for fixed festivals early in the year, continued from Hatton 113: 
4. f. 9r/1-7 "Natale Innocentium Infantem" (continued from Hatton

113): 'pa pe criste folgiad' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 5, from 1. 184; as
Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 5, from 88/34).
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5. ff. 9r/7-15r/3 kl IANUARIUS. CIRCU(M)CISIO D(OMI)NI

N(OST)RI I IE(S)U CHR(IST)I. 'SE GODSPELLERE LVCAS
BElleac pis dreg' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 6; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1,
no. 6).

6. ff. 15r/3-22v/9 kl IANUAR(II) NAT(A)L(E) EPIPHAINIA D(O
MI)NI. 'MEN DA LEOFESTAN I nu for feawum dagum' (coll.
Clemoes 1997: no. 7; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 7). Note in bottom
margin, f. 19r: 'Hwi wres se mann . . . .  swylce an nyten.' (as MacLean 
1884: 4/36-6/ 41). 

7. ff. 22v/10-30r/3 IN PURIFICATIONE S(AN)C(T)AE MARIAE.

'Postq(ua)m imp(leat). I GOD BEBEAD ON D.IERE EALDAN .IE
[gloss: 'lege']' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 9; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 9).

8. ff. 30r/3-36v/9 VIII. kl' APR(ILIS) ADNUNTIATIO S(AN)C

(T)AE MARIE I 'Missus est gabrihel ang(e)l(u)s. & reliq(ua). I M(en
pa leofestan) VRE SE .IELMIHTIGA SCYPPEND' (coll. Clemoes
1997: no. 13; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 13).

Homilies for occasions other than saints' days: 
9. ff. 36v/10-42v/7 SEQ(ENTIA) S(AN)C(T)I EUANGELII. S(E)

C(UN)D(U)M LUCAM. I 'IN illo t(em)p(o)r(e); Assumpsit ie
(sus) .... I Her is gesred on pissum godspelle' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 
10; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 10). [An alternative beginning and 
ending, marked for insertion, are found in contemporary hands in the 
margins of f. 36v and the bottom of f. 42r.J 

10. ff. 42v/7-49r/12 SEQ(UENTIA) S(AN)C(T)I EU(AN)G(E)LII.
S(E)C(UN)D(U)M MARCUM. I 'IN illo t(em)p(o)r(e). Ductus est
ie(su)s in desertum. & r(e)l(iqua). I le wolde eow trahtnian [gloss:
'i(n)t(er)p(re)tare expon(er)e']' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 11; as Thorpe
1844-1846: 1, no. 11).

11. ff. 49r/13-54r/15 'Men pa leofestan us is deope beboden pret we I

geornlice mynegian' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 55).
12. ff. 54r/15-57r/12 DOM(INI)C(A) .II. EBD(OMADAE). QUAD

RAGESSIME. 'Men pa leofestan uton nu gehyran hu ure drih I ten
wres sprecende.' (Frank and Cameron 1973: B 3.2.12).

13. ff. 57r/13-63v/15 DOMINICA. III. IN QUADRAGESSIMA. I

'Erat ie(sus) eiciens elemonium. & r(e)l(i)q(ua). I ON D.IERE
M.IERAN TIDE' (coll. Pope 1967-1968: no. 4).

14. ff. 63v/15-68r/20 SEQ(UENTIA). S(AN)C(T)I EU(AN)G(E)LII.
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S(E)C(UN)D(U)M IOH(ANNE)M. I 'IN illo t(em)p(o)r(e); Abiit 
ie(su)s trans mare gali<:<:- et r(e)l(i)q(ua). I Se hrelend ferde ofer oa 
galileiscan sre' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 12; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, 
no. 12). 

15. ff. 68r/20-75v/6 DE ORATIIONE MOYSI. IN MEDIA QUAD

RAGESSIMA. I '.!Efter pam pe moyses se mrera heretoga' (as Skeat
1881: no. 13).

16. ff. 75v/6-85v/8 DOM(INI)C(A) I PALMARUM DE PASSIONE
DOMINI. I 'Men pa leofestan drihtnes prowunge' (ed. Godden 1979:
no. 14).

17. ff. 85v/9-86r/9 'L(eofan men) We habbao oft gerred 7 gyt secgao.'
(coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 14, 11. 167-78 and 191-93; as Thorpe 1844-
1846: 1, no. 14, 216/4-17 and 32-34), then (f. 86r/6): 'Dam si I wul
dor 7 16£ a to worulde. Amen.' Ends (f. 86r/7-9): 'CYRICLICE I

DEA WAS FORBEODAD TO SECGENNE .IENIG SPELL I ON
DAM DRIM SWIGDAGUM.' (as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 14,
218/30-31) [in margin (ca. 1060 x 1080): 'Dis nis no well gesred'J.

18. ff. 86r/9-92r/18 DIE DOM(INI)C(A) PASCHE. I 'OFT GE [gloss:
'vos'] GEHYRDON EMBE [gloss: 'c(ir)ca'] D.IES I hrelendes reriste'
(coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 15; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 15).

19. ff. 92r/18-97*v/12 DOM(INI)C(A) .I. POST PASCHA. I 'Cum
esset sero die illo una sabbator(um): & r(e)l(iqua). I .IEFTER D.IES
H.IELENDES .IERISTE I wreron his discipuli belocene' (coll. Clem
oes 1997: no. 16; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 16). [The section from
ff. 96r/22-97'}r/10: 'hwrer beoo wyrta blostman .... pres hwilwendli
can I frereldes.' is coll.. Clemoes 1997: App. B.2.] 

20. ff. 97'�v/13-102v/17 DE LETANIA MAIORE. I 'L(eofan men) Das
dagas synd gehaten. letanfo' (ed. Bazire and Cross 1989: 8).

21. ff. 102v/18-105v/20 'L(eofan men) Uton nu gepencan brooor mine'
(ed. Bazire and Cross 1989: 9).

22. ff. 105v/21-111r/10 'MEN DA LEOFESTAN WE MAGON I
gehyran secgan be ure sawle pearfe' (ed. Bazire and Cross 1989: 10).

23. ff. 111r/10-114v/23 F(E)R(IA) .III(tia). I DE LETANIA MAI

ORE. 'MEN DA LEO I festan pys syndon halige dagas' (ed. Bazire
and Cross 1989: 11).

24. ff. 115r/1-123v/8 BE ANTECRISTE 'LEOFAN MEN I us is mycel
pear£. pret we wrere [gloss: 'cauem(us)'] beon' (coll. Napier 1883: no.
42).
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25. ff. 123v/8-131v/11 IN ASCENSI I ONE D(OMI)NI. 'Primum qui
dem sermone(m) feci. & r(e)l(iqua). I Lucas se godspellere us manode'
(coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 21; as Thorpe 1844-1846, 1, no. 21).

26. ff. 131v/12-140r/1 IN DIE S(AN)C(T)O PENTECOSTEN: I

'M(en pa leofestan) FRAM DAM HALGAN EASTERLI I can da!ge.'
(coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 22; as Thorpe 1844-1846, 1, no. 22).

Homilies for saints' days: 
27. ff. 140r/2-147v/1 III(tia) kl MAR(TII). NATALE S(AN)C(T)I

GREGORI!. PAP A. I 'GREGORIUS SE HALGA PAP A I eng
liscre oeode apostol' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 9).

28. ff. 147v/l-149r/15 PASSIO I S(AN)C(T)I PHILIPPI APOSTOL!.

I 'M(en pa leofestan) PHILIPPUS. SE GODES. APOSTOL pe we on
pisum da!ge wurpiao.' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 17, ending at 1. 60).

29. ff. 149r/15-151r/23 PASSIO S(AN)C(T)I IACOBI APOSTOL!. I

'WE WURDIAD EAC ON DISSERE FREOLS I tide.' (coll. Godden
1979: no. 17, beginning from 1. 61).

30. ff. 151r/23-153r/14 INUENTIO SANCTE CRUCIS. 11 'MEN DA
LEOFESTAN NU TOD.IEG WE I wurpiao' (coll. Godden 1979: no.
18, ending at 1. 61).

31. ff. 153r/14-155v/23 PASSIO S(AN)C(T)OR(UM) MARTYRUM I
ALEXANDR!. EUENTII. ET THEODOLI. I 'ON DISUM
D.IEGE DROWODE SUM I arwuroe papa. alexander gehaten' (coll.
Godden 1979: no. 18, beginning from 1. 62). [A chrismon at the bot
tom of f. 153r corresponds with one on f. 8v; see item 3 above.]

32. ff. 156v/1-163r/15 VIII. kl IULII. NATIUITAS S(AN)C(T)I IO

H(ANN)IS BAPTISTAE. I 'SE GODSPELLERE LUCAS AWRAT
ON CR(IST)ES I bee' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 25; as Thorpe 1844-
1846: 1, no. 25).

33. ff. 163r/15-166r/22 III(tia). kl IULII. S(AN)C(T)OR(UM) AP(OS

TO)LOR(UM) PETRI ET PAULI. I 'Uenit ie(su)s in partes ci:saree
philippi. I MATHEUS SE GODSPELLERE A wRA T' (coll. Clemoes
1997: no. 26, ending at 1. 96; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 26, ending
at 370/19).

34. ff. 166r/22-172v/23 DE PASSIONE BEATORUM I APOSTOLO

RUM PETRI ET PAULI. II 'WE WILLAD .IEFTER DISUM
GODSPELLE I eow gereccan' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 26, beginning
at 1. 97; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 26, beginning at 370/20).

35. ff. 172v/23-181r/5 PASSIO S(AN)C(T)I PAULI APOSTOL!. 11 
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'GODES GELADUNG WURDAD DISNE I dreg' (coll. Clemoes 
1997: no. 27; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 27). 

36. ff. 181r/6-190r/3 kl SEPTEMBER ASSUMPTIO S(AN)C(T)AE
MARIAE. I 'HIERONIMUS SE HALGA SACERD I awrat' (coll.
Clemoes 1997: no. 30; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 30).

37. ff. 190r/3-200r/22 PASSIO S(AN)C(T)I BARTHOLOMEI AP(O
STO)LI. I 'WYRDWRITERAS SECGAD D.Aff DRY I leodscypas
synd gehatene' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 31; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1,
no. 31).

38. f. 200r/22-200v/7 Be pam I pe dam sacerde naht ne fremad p(ret)

he rihtwis beo gyf he pam I unrihtwisan styran nele heora unrih
tes. 11 'Se halga apostol paulus lrereo' (as Raith 1933: no. 3. 15). [The
last line of the title is written in the side margin of f. 200r. The texts
of this item and the next, from the "Penitential" of Pseudo-Egbert,
agree with Junius 121.]

39. ff. 200v/8-201r/7 Be mressepreostes drohtnunge. I '/Elc mresse
peost sceal beon swa he geha I ten sacerd.' (as Raith 1933: no. 3. 16).

40. ff. 201r/7-212r/14 U. DE NATIIUITATE S(AN)C(T)AE MARI
AE. I 'MEN DA LEOFESTAN. WEORlpian [gloss: 'uen(er)emur']
we nu on andweardnysse.' (ed. Assmann 1889: 117-37). [ '.L VIIII.' has
been written above 'U.' in the hand that added the running heads to
these folios.]

41. ff. 212r/15-221r/6 III. kl OCTOB(ER). DEDICATIO ECCLESIE
S(AN)C(T)I I MICHAHELIS ARCHANGEL!: I MANEGUM
[gloss: 'multis'] IS CUD SEO HAUGE STOW S(AN)C(T)AE I
michaheles' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 34; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no.
34) ['.LX.' added after the title in the same hand which made alter
ations to the running head on this folio].

42. ff. 221r/6-230r/17 kl NOU(EMBRIS). I NATALE OMNIUM
S(AN)C(T)ORUM. I 'HALIGE LAREOW AS RIEDDON. I pret
seo geleaffulle [gloss: 'fidelis'] gelaoung' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 36; as
Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 36) [major subheading at f. 225v/11; no
change in running head: 'VIDENS TURBAS IE(SU)S ASCEN I dit in
montem. Et reliqua. I Dret halige godspell pe nu lytle ah'].

Early additions at the end: 
43. ff. 230r/18-235v/23 DE UNO CONFESSORE I 'Uigilate ergo. &

reliqua. I Matheus se godspellere. us srede on oysum god I spelle. p(ret)
ure hrelend crist.' Ends imperfectly: 'mid ealle ponne'. (coll. Assmann
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1889: no. 4, ending at 1. 266). [Two leaves are missing after f. 235.] 
44. ff. 236r/l-242v/6 "De dedicatione ecclesire." Begins imperfectly: •7

his nama wres Zacheus.' (as Brotanek 1913: 4/15-15/27).
45. ff. 242v/7-246v/23 ITEM ALIA. I 'Leofan menn. Deos symbelnyss 

pissere cyrlcan halgunge.' (ed. Wenisch 1993: 1-19) [ ff. 246r/13-
246v/23: 'L(eofan men} Ealle cyrican belimpao to I anre.' coll. Bethu
rum 1957: no. 18, starting from 1. 124] . 

. 46. f. 247r/1-247v/6 'le gelyfe on renne god' [gloss:] 'credo i(n} unu(m} 
d(eu}m' (as Thorpe 1844-1846: 2.596-98; ed. Forster 1942-1943: 168-
69) [f. 247v/7-23 blank].

47. f. 248rv Table of contents added by Dugdale, signed and dated 5
August 1644 [ff. 249r-250v blank].

PHOTO NOTES: F. 242v appears twice on the fiche. 
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385. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 115 {5135)
Homilies 

[Ker 332, Gneuss 639] 

HISTORY: Hatton 115 is a collection of miscellaneous homilies and pie
ces of instruction and admonition in five booklets. None of the pieces is 
tied to a particular occasion within the church year. Pope (1967-1968: 
53) believes that all the pieces in the first three booklets (ff. l-139a) are
by .IElfric; Godden (1979: lxvii) remains doubtful about the piece on
baptism (ff. 59v-60r). The origin of the manuscript is unknown, and it

does not resemble other Worcester manuscripts of the same date in
script or layout (see McIntyre 1978: 18 and 208). Ker (Cat., 403) notes
that the hand of the main scribe is very like that of London, British
Library, Cotton Faustina A. x [193], of unknown origin. But by about
1200, if not earlier, Hatton 115 was part of the Worcester library; note
'XXII' on f. lr (dated 12/13c by McIntyre, 208) vs. 'XXI' in Hatton 114
[384b], and extensive glossing and annotation by the tremulous hand of
Worcester (first half of the 13c). An erased 16c inscription on f. iv recto,
'Liber ecclesie Wygorn', and the entry in Young's catalogue (Atkins and
Ker 1944: no. 317) indicate that it remained there until some time after
1623. Before August 1644 it was borrowed by Lord Hatton, along with
the other manuscripts now known as the Hatton collection, and re

moved from Worcester. The heading 'Saxon Homiles tom: 2' (f. v recto)
is in the same hand as headings in other Hatton manuscripts (cf. Hatton
114 '1' and 116 '3'). Upon Lord Hatton's death on 4 July 1670, Hatton
113 [384a], 114, 115, and 116 [386] were retained by his son who gave
them to the Bodleian Library in 1675. The same four manuscripts, along
with Bodleian Library, Junius 121 [391], were lent to Francis Junius
(1589-1677) via Dr. Thomas Marshall, and returned to the Bodleian in
1678 after his death as part of the Junius collection, hence the earlier,
erroneous shelfmark, Junius 23.

At some point before a seventeenth-century hand wrote 'Deficit .2. 

fol' in the bottom margin of f. 82v and a different hand added 'De vir
ginibus' in the upper margin of f. 83r, six leaves were apparently re-
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moved from between ff. 82 and 83. These leaves contained the end of 
item 24 below, a complete Confessor-homily, and the beginning of item 
25 below. One of the missing leaves, probably the third of the six, sur
vives as Lawrence Kansas Y104. See Colgrave and Hyde 1962: 68. 

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. v + 156 + iii, foliated i-v, 1-
139, 139a, 140-158. FHHF. Binding of brown leather, 17 /18c, with rust 
marks remaining from the strap-and-pin fastening on the medieval bind
ing visible on ff. iv, v, 1, and 155. Ker (1956: 16-17), notes that Hatton 
20 [377], 76 [382], 115, and 116 were all rebound at the same time, prob
ably soon after they were obtained by the Bodleian. 

Ff. i-iii and 156-158 are paper flyleaves from the date of binding; ff. 
iv-v are parchment ones ruled like the rest of the manuscript. Ff. 156
and 157 remain uncut at the top; f. 157r is not foliated, but f. 157v is.

The manuscript consists of five booklets and short additions which 
were copied at different times and could not have been bound together 
until sometime in the 12c, at the earliest, when the fifth booklet was 
copied. The main scribe (1060 x 1080; see A below) copied the first three 
booklets: ff. 1-64, 68-94, and 95-139a as well as a homily on St. Albans 
on two leaves (ff. 66-67) now bound between the first two booklets. 
Two other hands of 1080 x 1100 added the two short pieces on f. 65 (B 
below). The table of contents in Latin on f. v recto which Ker dated ca. 
1200 probably reflects the collection in this state, but since none of the 
short pieces without rubric is listed, it is not certain that ff. 65-67 were 
in their present position. The tremulous hand, however (see below), 
treated these folios in the same manner as the surrounding text, suggest
ing that they were in place by the first half of the 13c at the latest. A 
fourth booklet (ff. 140-147; see C below), in a hand Ker said was "per
haps earlier," is one of only two surviving folded booklets from llc 
England (see Robinson 1978) and clearly had an independent existence 
before it was bound together with the other booklets in Hatton 115. It 
has been folded across the middle with f. 147v (blank but soiled) form
ing the outer cover. The fifth booklet (ff. 148-155; see D below), in a 
hand of the 12c, completes the present collection. The fourth and fifth 
booklets were treated differently by the tremulous hand from ff. l-139a, 
perhaps confirming they were still separate in the first half of the 13c. 

A (ff. 1-64, 66-139a): 247 x 155 mm., written area 195 x 98 mm. F. 
139a only is about 75 mm. wide. Prickings visible in the outer margins; 
double bounding lines right and left. Ruled in 27 long lines. Initials are 
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green and red (metallic). The first letter of each sentence (that is, after 
';') is a capital filled with red (metallic in the first few folios). Titles are 
in red (sometimes metallic) rustic capitals, and sometimes uncials. The 
first line of text is in capitals filled with red on ff. 58r, 59v, 60r, 61 v, 63r, 
and 66r; the title similarly on f. 70v. The AMEN which ends many of 
the sermons is often elongated to complete the line and often filled with 
red. 

B (f. 65): 242 x 155 mm., written area 190 x 100 mm. Double bound
ing lines, right and left. Ruled in 24 long lines. Red initials and capitals. 

C (ff. 140-147): 247 x 155 mm., written area 187 x 100 mm. Ruled in 
23 long lines. No color used. 

D (ff. 148-155): The first quire (ff. 148-151): 247 x 155 mm., written 
area 192 x 105 mm. Prickings visible in the outer margins; double 
bounding lines, right and left. Ruled in 27 long lines. The second quire 
(ff. 152-155): 218 x 155 mm., written area 170 x 115 mm. Double bound
ing lines, right and left. Ruled in 21 long lines. Parchment heavy and 
soft. Both quires have metallic red initials and traces of pencil rulings. 

Early additions: As noted under "Contents," below, a table of con
tents was added ca. 1200 on f. v recto; '.XXII.' (12/13c) on f. lr; four 
lines on f. 155r Oate 12c); and scribbles on ff. 155rv. Unlike Hatton 113 
and 114 there is no marginalia in medieval hands apart from the tremu
lous hand. 

The tremulous hand (first half of the 13c): Hatton 115 has far more 
ME glosses (well over a thousand) than any other surviving manuscript 
glossed by the tremulous hand. Most of these are part of an early layer 
of glossing which is found only on ff. 1-139a, that is, the first three 
booklets including the additional material on ff. 65-67. Very many of 
these English glosses have been erased, but some remain and are unchar
acteristically dark, small, and tidy in appearance (e.g., f. 3v/1 'hweol'). 
At the same time, the tremulous hand also made many alterations to 
individual lei:ters and added marks of punctuation and word division. 

Sometime later, judging by the appearance of his hand, he returned to 
the manuscript and added a second layer of glossing, almost entirely in 
Latin and more in keeping with his style of work in other manuscripts. 
There are a few corrections to individual letters (mainly y: e, him [i: a]) 
and some marks of punctuation and word division, but very few pencil 
or crayon glosses. This later layer included the fourth booklet (ff. 140-
147), but the texts in the fifth booklet (ff. 148-155) were not glossed or 
marked by him at any stage although they clearly passed through his 
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hands since he added three lines and word pairs on f.  154rv, part of the 
second quire of the fifth booklet. 

Other evidence of the tremulous hand includes the additions to the 
table of contents on f. v recto for some of the shorter pieces without 
rubric on ff. 58-67v; nota marks ('N', 'not', 'exm•, etc.) and short mar
ginal notes. 

Post-medieval hands: There are interlinear or marginal titles and/ or 
cross references to other manuscripts on ff. 35r, 59v, 60r, 60v, 61r, 83r, 
89v, and 116r. Internal cross references are found on ff. 58r, 96r, and 
99v; biblical references on ff. 78r and 88r. Other late additions on ff. i-v 
are noted under "Contents," below. 

COLLATION: I-VII8 (ff. 1-56), Vlll6 +1 leaf after 4 (ff. 57-63), IX 4 
halfsheets (ff. 64-67), X8 (ff. 68-75), XI8 wants 8 (ff. 76-82), XII 3 half
sheets: five leaves lost before f. 83 (ff. 83-85), XIIl8 + 1 after 7 (ff. 86-
94), XIV-XVIII8 (ff. 95-134), XIX4 + 2 leaves after 1 (ff. 135-139a), 
XX8 (ff. 140-147), XXI-114 (ff. 148-155). 3 and 6 in IV, VII, XV, XVII, 

and XVIII are halfsheets. 

[Note: Made up of 5 booklets: (1) ff. 1-64; (2) ff. 68-94; (3) ff. 95-139a (A 
above); (4) ff. 140-147 (C above); (5) ff. 148-155 (D above). Ff. 65 (B above) 
and 66-67 (A above) were added between booklets 1 and 2. As noted in "His
tory" above, one of the leaves missing between ff. 82 and 83 survives as Law
rence Kansas Y104.] 

CONTENTS: 

Flyleaves at the beginning: 
ff. i-iii Blank apart from 'MS Junij I 2Y (struck through) on f. i. 
f. iv recto Blank apart from post-medieval inscriptions: 'C I Liber exa

meron anglice' and below, erased 'Liber ecclesire Wygorn.' [Compare
'D' in Hatton 116; the letters were used for cross references between
Hatton manuscripts in the 17c. (Ker Cat., 404).]

f. iv verso Blank.
f. v recto Table of contents (ca. 1200) in Latin, which covers ff. l-139a,

with numbers up to 'xi'. In the first half of the 13c, the tremulous
hand added four items corresponding to short pieces without rubric
on ff. 58-67v; four others are still not listed. Post-medieval hands
have added folio references and a few cross references to other Hatton
manuscripts in the form 'D.261', 'A.95' ('A' is Hatton 113; 'D' is
Hatton 116). In the top right corner 'Saxon Homiles I tolll.: 2' is in
the same hand as titles in other Hatton manuscripts.
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f. v verso Blank apart from post-medieval note: 'Exameron compositum
per s. Basilium I Ep{iscop)um Cesarere'.

Booklet 1 General homilies and short pieces: 
1. ff. lr-l0r/9 EXAMERON ANGLICE. I 'ON SVMVM ODRVM

SPELLE I wre sredon' (ed. Crawford 1921: 33-74) [f. lr, top margin,
12/13c: '.XXIl.'].

2. ff. 10r/10-16r/4 DE DOMINICA ORATION£. I 'SE HftLEND
CRIST SYDDAN I he to oysum Hfe com' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no.
19; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 19).

3. ff. 16r/5-23r/2 DE FIDE CATHOilCA I 'ftLC CRISTEN MANN
SCEAL ftFTER I rihte cunnan' [gloss:] 'ilc crstene mon schal efter'
(coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 20; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1, no. 20).

4. ff. 23r/3-30v/3 SERMO DE DIE IVDICII. 'Interrogatus autem I ie
{su)s a phariseis quando uenit regnu{m) dei et rel{iqua). I SEO
HALIE CRISTES BOC DE I embe cristes wundra spreed' (coll. Pope
1967-1968: no. 18).

5. ff. 30v/4-35v/2 DE AVGVRIIS 'SE APOSTOL I paulus ealra peoda
lareow [gloss: 'lorpeau'] manode pa I cristenan' (as Skeat, 1881, 1885:
1, no. 17).

6. ff. 35v/2-40v/11 DE DOCTRINA APOSTO I LICA 'ON MANE
GA [gloss: 'monie'] WISAN I lrerd godes lar pa cristenan.' (ed. Pope
1967-1968: no. 19).

7. ff. 40v/12-47v/9 "Feria Secunda. Letania Maiore": DE DILECTI
ONE DEi ET PROXIMI. I 'LftWEDE MEN BEHOFIAD I pret
him lareowas secgan' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 19, except for ff. 46r/3-
16, unique to this copy: 'Se pe gelome I swerao .... godes anlicnyss.'
[ed. Pope 1967-1968: no. 24].

8. ff. 47v/10-53v/21 "Item in Letania Maiore. Feria Tertia": DE VISIO

NIBVS FVRSEI ET DRITHELMI. I 'MEN DA LEOFEST AN
PA VL VS I se apostol ealra peoda lareow' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 20).

9. ff. 53v/22-57r/5 "Alia Visio": DE VISIONIBVS DRIHTHELMI I

'BEDA VRE LAREOW A WRA T I on prere bee [gloss: ('boc')] pe is
gehaten historia angloru{m).' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 21, ending at 1.
111).

10. ff. 57r/6-58r/1 HORTATORIVS SERMO DE EFFICACIA

S{AN)C{T)E I MISSAE. 'WE RftDAD GEHW ftR I on halgum
gewritum p{ret) seo halige mresse' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 21, begin
ning at 1. 138).
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11. ff. 58r/2-59r/1 "Qui sunt oratores, laboratores, bellatores": 'IS NU
SW A DEAH TO WITENNE Dh:T ON DYSSERE I worulde synd
preo endebyrdnessa.' (as Skeat 1890-1900: 2, no. 25, 11. 812-62) [ex
tract from "Passio sanctorum Machabeorum"].

12. ff. 59r/2-59r/27 DE COGITATIONE. 'SE SWICOLA DEOFOL I
oe syrwo [gloss: '(circuit) (?), i(n)sidiat(ur)'] embe mancynn' (as Nap
ier 1888: 155; coll. Pope 1967-1968, no. 6, 11. 284-91, and p. 330, n. to
1. 284).

13. ff. 59v/1-13 'Lh:WEDVM MANNUM IS TO WITANNE. Dh:T
HI [gloss: 'lewede men is to witene pe heo'] I sceolon healdan heora
clamnysse [gloss: 'castitate(m)']' (Thorpe 1844-1846: 2.608).

14. ff. 59v/14-60r/23 "De infantibus": 'WE BIDDAD EOW MEN 7
BEODAD ON GODES I naman' (as Napier 1888: 154-55) [17c hand
has added the title, interlinear, and 'D.379' in margin].

15. ff. 60r/24-61r/24 "De sanguine": 'HER GESWVTELAD ON
DYSVM I gewrite.' (ed. Kluge 1885: 62, n. 3, then text on 62) [same
17c hand added title and 'D.377' in margin].

16. ff. 61r/25-63r/9 "De septiformi spiritu" [Latin and OE]: 'Sp(iritu)s
s(an)c(tu)s pro septenaria op(er)atione.' OE begins at f. 61 v/16: 'ISA
IAS SE WITEGA A WRA T ON HIS WITEGVNGE I be pam halgan
aste' (coll. Napier 1883: no. 7, 11. 10-25 [Latin] and 8 [OE]) [same 17c
hand added title at end of f. 61r/24 and 'D.373' in margin].

17. ff. 63r/10-64v/26 'WYRDWRITERAS US SECGAD DA DE A
WRIT AN I be cyningum' [gloss:] 'wurowritares us seggeo peo pe
awriten I (kinges)' (ed. Pope 1967-1968: no. 22).

Material added between Booklets 1 and 2: 

18. ff. 65r/2-65v/14 'Forla!te a!lc cristen man stala 7 leasunge .. . .  buton
a!lcum ende AMEN' (Frank and Cameron 1973: B 3.5.2).

19. ff. 65v/17-21 'Ne dear ic for godes ege sooes suwian [gloss: 'sci
l(er)e'] . . . .  a he him m.l'!g I wenan hetelices leanes [gloss: 'p(re)mi
u(m)']' (as Napier 1883: no. 41, p. 191, 11. 20-23). 

20. ff. 66r/1-67v/24 "Acitofel et Absalon": 'IS NV EAC TO WI
T ANNE Dh:T MAN WITNAD [gloss: 'punit'] FOR I oft [gloss:
'sepe'] pa arleasan sceaoan.' (coll. Skeat 1881, 1885: 1, no. 19, 11. 155-
end).

Booklet 2 Homilies for the common of an apostle, martyrs, a confessor, 
virgins, and the dedication of a church: 
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21. ff. 68r/1-70v/14 IN NATALE VNIVS AP(OSTO}LI I 'DES [gloss:
'iste'J APOSTOLICA Dh:G I manad [gloss: '(muneged), admon(et}'J
us to sprecenne.' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 35).

22. ff. 70v/14-73v/19 "In Natale Plurimorum Apostolorum": DESI

GNAVIT I D(OMI}N(U}S ET ALIOS SEPTVAGINTA DVOS.

ET RELIQVA. I AD VNVM SERMONEM. 'SE Hh:LEND GE
CEAS I him toeacan [gloss: 'toeken'] pam twelf apostolum' (coll.
Godden 1979: no. 36).

23. ff. 73v/20-78r/19 NATALE S(AN}C(T}OR(UM} MARTIRVM

'Cum audieritis prelia et sedictiones. nolite I terreri. et reliq(ua}. SE
Hh:LEND FORE I sa!de [gloss: 'p(re}dixit') his leorning cnihtu(m}'
(coll. Godden 1979: no. 37).

24. ff. 78r/20-82v IN NATALE VNIVS CONFESSORIS I 'Homo
quidam peregre proficiscens. uocauit I seruos suos et tradidit illis
bona sua et reliqua. I URE DRIHTEN Sh:DE DIS BIG I spelle his
leorning cnihtu(m}' Ends imperfectly: 'Wa!rlicor byp se man geherod'
(coll. Godden 1979: no. 38, up to 1. 218). [Six leaves are missing after
f. 82v, one of which is Lawrence Kansas Y104; a post-medieval hand
has written 'Deficit .2. fol' in the bottom margin of f. 82v.J

25. ff. 83r-87v/4 "In natale sanctarum virginum": Begins imperfectly 'pa
deopnysse .. .' (coll. Godden i979: no. 39, from 1. 26). Ff. 85r/5-17:
'Paulus scripsit ad thesalonicenses . . . .  on prere sunnan tocyme;' (ed. 
Pope 1967-1968: no. 28) ['De virginibus' added by a different post
medieval hand in upper margin of f. 83r]. 

26. ff. 87v/5-94v/18 IN DEDICATIONE AECCLESIAE. I 'MINE
GEBRODRA DA LEOFOS I tan we wyllad sume tihtendlice spra!ce
[gloss: 'ortatoriu(m} s(er}mone(m}'J I wid eow habban.' (coll. Godden
1979: no. 40).

Booklet 3 General homilies and Old Testament pieces: 
27. ff. 95r-99v/21 L'Elfric's Letter to Wulfgeat, adapted as a homily:

SERMO AD POPVLUM I 'WE RIEDDON ON DAM h:RRV(M}
I gewritum.' (coll. Assmann 1889: no. 1, from 1. 7; coll. Pope 1967-
1968: no. lla [lines l-54a, 137, 142, 146-49, 154, 156, 162-70)).

28. ff. 99v/22-101v/3 L'Elfric's Preface to the First Series of Catholic
Homilies, adapted as a homily: ALIA. 'Lh:WEDE MENN BEHO 1-
fiad [gloss: 'i(n}dige(n}t'J goddre lare' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no.
174/57-176/119; as Thorpe 1844-1846: 1.2/28-6/34). [Lines 44-57 in
Clemoes have been dropped, 'de menn' in 1. 57 altered to 'la!wede
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menn', and lines 119 (from after 'bebodum')-34 in Clemoes have also 
been dropped. After f. 101r/27 'For swylcum bebodum' has been 
added 'we secgao 11 eow pas lare p(ret) ge refre gelyfon. on pone 
relmihtigan I god se pe ealle gesceafta gesceop purh his mihte. pam I 

sy wuldor 7 16£ a to worulde. AMEN.'] 
29. ff. 101v/4-108r/24 DE POPVLO ISRAHEL QVANDO VOLVE

RIS. I 'WE HABBAD NV GES.IED SW A WE I sceortlicost mihton'
(ed. Pope 1967-1968: no. 20).

30. ff. 108r/25-116r/18 SERMO EXCERPTVS DE LIBRO IVDI
CIUM. I '.IEFTER DAM DE MOYSES I se mrera heretoga p(ret)
godes folc gelredde' (coll. Crawford 1922: 401-17).

31. ff. 116r/19-121r/20 DE DVODECIM ABVSIVIS S(E)C(VN)

D(V)M DISPVTATI I ONE(M) CYPRIAN! EP(ISCOP)I ET MAR

TIRIS. I 'NV SYND TWELF ABVSIV A D.IET I synd twelf un
oeawas.' (as Morris 1867-1868: 299/1-304).

32. ff. 121r/21-131v/11 INTERROGATIONES. SIGEVVLFIPRESBI

TERI. I 'SVM GEDVN' GEN' LAREOW W .IES I on engla peode.
albinus gehaten .... axunga nu awritene' (coll. MacLean 1884: 2-54/1). 

33. ff. 131v/12-139v/2 SERMO EXCERPTVS DE LIBRO REGVM I
'SA VL HATTE SE FORMA I cyning pe ofer godes folc rixode' (coll.
Skeat 1881, 1885: 1, no. 18) [ff. 139v/3-27 and 139a blank].

Booklet 4: 

34. ff. 140r/1-147r/9 "Vercelli Homily IX": 'Usse lareowas 7 usse leor
neras 7 pa I halgan ap(osto)las' (ed. Scragg 1992: no. 9 [LJ) [f. 147v
blank].

Booklet 5: 

35. ff. 148r/1-153v/16 Prognostics, in eleven paragraphs. Begins: 'D.IEre
reresten nyhte ponne niwe mone byoecymen.' (all ed. Cockayne 1866:
158-80 and described Hollis and Wright 1992: 257-66, esp. 258):

a. f. 148r/1-27, ending 'buton frrecnesse;-' (ed. Forster 1925-1926: 90-
92).

b. f. 148v/1-18 'SE oe bio acenned .... se bio relces godes wyrpe.' (ed. 
Forster 1912c: 21-24). 

c. f. 148v/19-149r/11 'Swa hwilc man swa .... 7 lange he leofap:-' (ed.
Forster 19126: 297-300). 

d. f. 149r/12-149v/7 'Gif middes wintres messedeg b' i 'o on sunnan I·
deg .... 7 pa clenan beoo leahtrode;-'.
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e. f. 149v/8-23 'HER segh ymb drihtnes gebyrd .... gefeoht on eoroan:-' 
(ed. Forster 1912a: 56-58). 

f. ff. 149v/24-150r/17 'I>y forma dreg .... 7 byo micel sib on eoroan:-'
(coll. Forster 1912a: 65-66). 

g. f. 150r/18-22 'An messe forstant .xii. daga feasten ... .'
h. f. 150r/23-27 'Hund twelftig saltera sealma greo ... .'
i. f. 150v/1-9 'ON anwardne ger gyf hyt l,unrie ... .'
j. ff. 150v/10-152v/3 'Gyf mon meted .... god l>{ret) byo:-' (ed. Forster 

1916: 270-93). 
k. ff. 152v/4-153v/16 'ON annihte monan far to cyninge .... ber l,(ret) 

timber:-' (ed. Forster 1912c: 43-45). 
Flyleaves at the end: 
f. 154r Three lines in the tremulous hand on what it means to pray in

the name of Jesus. Begins: 'drihtnes name! is helend.' (ed. Forster
1925-1926: 89, n. 1). [Compare f. 70r/18-21 (Godden 1979: 302/110-
13).J On the fourth line, also in the tremulous hand, is one English
Latin word pair: 'fordwinal,. Euanescit '.

f. 154v Blank apart from one word pair in the tremulous hand (pencil):
'adyt occidit'.

f. 155r Three lines beginning: 'nigen hundred wintre 7 .x.x.x. ada(m)
liuede ' in a Caroline script of late 12c (ed. Scragg 1992: no. 19, 327, n.
to 11. 45-48). Rest of f. 155r blank apart from scribbles below and at
the bottom.

f. 155v Blank apart from scribbles, including, upside down, 'well belo-
uyd '.

ff. 156-158 Blank. 

PHOTO NOTES: Ff. i-iii and 156r-158v not shown on fiche. 
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391. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Junius 121 (5232)
Ecclesiastical Institutes, Homilies 

[Ker 338, Gneuss 644) 

HISTORY: Junius 121 has been described as a commonplace book, one 
of a number connected with Archbishop Wulfstan or with Worcester in 
which important canonical and penitential texts have been collected. 
Several of the texts in Junius 121 are agreed to be the work of Wulfstan 
("Institutes of Polity," "Canons of Edgar," "Benedictine Office," "Re
gula Canonicorum"); it is likely that the original collection was intended 
for his own use in his episcopal duties. The copy of the collection in 
Junius 121 is considerably after Wulfstan's time, the third quarter of the 

eleventh century. (Early additions in Junius 121, ff. 2v-3r and 4rv, are 
datable in or after 1070 and in or after 1076 respectively.) Junius 121's 

companion volumes, the homiliaries Hatton 113 [384a] (again drawing 
heavily on Wulfstan's own work) and Hatton 114 [384b], can be dated 
about 1062-1070, around the time of the consecration of another Wor
cester bishop, St. Wulstan. All three volumes were certainly produced in 
Worcester, in a script characteristic of Worcester manuscripts of the 
period, and probably by the same scribe. The 'Wulfgeatus scriptor Wigo
rnensis' named in the colophon on f. l0lr is unlikely to be the scribe 
who copied Junius 121; the colophon carries on from the previous item 
without a break and appears to have been copied from the exemplar. 

Coleman's hand Oate llc; see below "Other early additions") con
firms its presence in Worcester; glosses in the tremulous hand indicate it 
was still there in the first half of the 13c. Nothing else is known of it 

until the mid 16c when Archbishop Parker printed extracts from ff. 101, 
109v-10v, and 116-118 in A Testimonie of Antiquitie (1567) and also 
annotated the manuscript (see below 'Post-medieval additions'). His 
secretary John Joscelyn glossed several sections, used Junius 121 for his 

word lists in London, Lambeth Palace 692, and also copied texts on ff. 3, 
4, and 111-124 into London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius D. vii. 
Junius 121 was still in Worcester in 1622-1623 when Patrick Young 
catalogued the library (no. 321; see Atkins and Ker 1944). Ussher, in a 
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letter to Spelman dated 6 November 1638 (Bodleian Library, Add. C. 
301, f. 48v), quoted the colophon, described the manuscript as contain
ing the most perfect copy of the Canons, and said that it belongs to the 
Cathedral Church of Worcester; he clearly knew the manuscript well 
and suggested a number of corrections to Spelman from it. It was appar
ently borrowed by Christopher, Lord Hatton, along with the manu
scripts which now form the Hatton collection in the Bodleian, sometime 
before August 1644 and was used by Dugdale for his OE-English dictio
nary in Bodleian Library, Dugdale 29. After Hatton's death in July 1670, 
Junius 121 and many of the Worcester manuscripts in Hatton's posses
sion (but not Hatton 113, 114, 115 [385], and 116 [386]) were sold to the 
London bookseller Robert Scot. Junius 121 was then separated from the 
rest of the Worcester books, which were purchased by the Bodleian in 
1671, when it was bought before that sale by John Fell, bishop of Ox
ford (1675-1686). Fell later gave it to the Bodleian, but it seems to have 
been loaned to Francis Junius along with Hatton 113, 114, 115, and 116, 

via Dr. Thomas Marshall, and only returned to Bodleian after Junius' 
death in 1678 when all five manuscripts were catalogued as part of the 
Junius collection. Unlike the other four, Junius 121 still retains the 
Junius shelfmark. 

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. vii + 161 + i, foliated i-vii, 
1-59, 59", 60-161. Leaves measure about 265 x 155 mm.; written space
about 203 x 90-105 mm. HFFH. Binding of the 18c. An earlier foliation
in Joscelyn's hand starts from 1 on f. 102 and ends at 59 on f. 160. Ff. i,
161 are paper flyleaves dating from the last binding; ff. ii-vii are medi
eval. Ff. vi-vii were originally elsewhere; they lack the pattern of worm
holes found on ff. ii-v and 1-5.

Ff. i-vii: i recto-ii recto, vi recto-vii verso are unruled; ff. ii verso-v 
verso are ruled in drypoint in 23 long lines with double bounding lines 
right and left (prickings visible in outer margins); ff. iii recto-v recto 
have had double verticals added in pencil to form four columns, appar

ently for use as a worksheet of word pairs by the tremulous hand (see 
below). On f. iii recto extra horizontals have been added in pencil as 

well to double the numbers of lines. 
Ff. 1-8 (Quire I): Prickings are sometimes visible in outer margins, 

and usually at the top and bottom of verticals. Ruled in 23 lines of two 
columns for the table of contents, with double bounding lines right, left, 
and center. Ff. 1 v-3r/10: initials metallic red and green; titles in metallic 
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red rustic capitals. Ff. 3r/11-4r/10: initials in green; some smaller capi
tals filled with green. Ff. 4r/ll-4v: no color used. Ff: Sr-8r (table of 
contents): initials alternate metallic red and green; headings and Roman 
numerals metallic red. 

Ff. 8-137 (Quires II-XVIII): Prickings are usually visible in outer 
margins and tops and bottoms of verticals; ruled in 23 long lines with 

double bounding lines, right and left, except for Quire XVII, which is 
ruled for 22 lines. Titles are in red metallic rustic capitals or occasional
ly, script of text (e.g., f. 31v). Initials 0arge and small) are metallic red 
and less often, especially for small initials, green. There is one purple 
initial (f. 35v) and one blue (f. 124v). Roman numerals in margins are 
metallic red. 

Ff. 138-160 (Quires XIX-XX): A booklet consisting of two quires of 
additional material. Prickings are sometimes visible in the outer margins 
and usually at the top and bottom of verticals. Ruled for 23 long lines 
with double bounding lines, right and left. Ff. 138r-148r have initials 

and titles in metallic red only. On f. 148v the initial is reddish purple; 
on f. 157r title and initials are in a garish red. Capitals on f. 157r/10-22 
are decorated with one or two large red dots. There are no others colors 
on ff. 138r-160v. 

The original contents of Junius 121 consisted of the table of contents 
on ff. Sr-8r and the material on ff. 9r-110v all of which is in one hand, 
probably the main hand of Hatton 113 and 114. None of the rest of the 
material in Junius 121 is listed in the table of contents. Ff. lllr-136v 
and 136v-137v are early additions in a very similar style and hand, quite 
possibly the same. There is a clear break at that point. The booklet 
containing five homilies (ff. 138r-160v) and the material, all in Latin, on 
ff. lr-4v are in nine different hands of 1060 x 1080 and late l lc (see Ker 

Cat., 417 for details). One of these nine hands, whose work is found on 
ff. 2v-3r, 148v/10-22, lS0r, lS0v/16-lSlr, 152r-153v, and 154r/17-
154v/12, Ker believes may be Hemming. 

Other early additions: Notes added on ff. 28v and Slv are probably in 

Coleman's hand Oate llc; see Ker 1949 and McIntyre 1978: 40-42). 
Scribbles and lines in Latin with musical notation on f. lr Oate l lc) are 
noted under "Contents" below, as is the list of hymns on f. vi (12/13c). 

Unlike Hatton 113 and 114, where running heads were added 1060 x 

1080, here only two small sections of the manuscript have them: ff. 70r-
85r and 102r-110v. The first distinguishes the four books in the "Peni
tential of Pseudo-Egbert," but it appears that the '.II.' beginning on f. 
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74r and the '.III.' beginning on f. 81r were altered from an earlier, erro
neous '.I.' The 'IIII' added on f. 85 appears to be in the hand of the 
alterations. 

The tremulous glosses (first half of the 13c) lack the clear cut layers of 
Hatton 113 and 114 and show a greater range of appearance. There are 
no glosses before f. 9r. Especially on ff. 9r-24r and 82v-83r, there are 
early, dark, tidy-looking ME ones which are often erased. Other small 
glosses in a lighter ink and usually in Latin were added somewhat later, 
but only few before f. 124r. More large, later glosses are found but still 
only a few compared with other manuscripts. The homiletic material 
after about f. 130r seemed to be of the greatest interest, and most of the 
glosses here are smaller Latin ones. There are some marks throughout 
altering vowels and ge: i, adding word division, and occasionally adding 
punctuation. Quite a few nota signs have been added in the margins, 
showing, for example, an interest in sexual sins. 

On f. iii recto a worksheet of OE-Latin word pairs in four columns 
beginning 'n', 'o', 'p', 'q' appears to be the only surviving fragment of a 
first-letter (a-order) alphabetical Old English-Latin glossary of the tremu
lous hand's making. The word pairs are taken from glosses to Gregory's 
"Dialogues" in London, British Library, Cotton Otho C. i, vol. 2 (219)

(see Franzen 1991: 119-24). Three other word pairs are on f. iii verso 
and f. v recto, as well as a string of Latin synonyms on f. vi recto. Also 
on f. vi recto is the Nicene Creed in early ME. 

Post-medieval additions: Material in Junius 121 was of great interest 
to a number of people in the 16c and 17c, and there are many notes and 
cross references in several hands, e.g., on ff. iv recto, 2v, 3v, 4r, 23v, 42r, 
57v, etc. Matthew Parker wrote 'sub Lanfra(n)co' in the inner margin of 
f. 4r and added a characteristic indicatorium on f. 109v. Joscelyn's hand
is particularly prominent with glosses, underlining, and interlinear num
bers, e.g., on ff. 11r-15v, 30v-34r, 63r-65r, and 101r-124r; his OE hand
is found on ff. 113r and 115v. The foliation which begins on f. 102r is
J�scelyn's, and he also wrote notes on ff. 86v, 111r, and 136v. Another,
later hand (after 1664; note the reference to Spelman on f. 108v) made
many detailed cross references on ff. 87v-100r to the same text in Bod
leian Library, Laud Misc. 482 [398] and added corrections from the same
manuscript in an OE hand on, e.g., ff. 70v, 73r, 74v, 75r, 80v, 85v, 90r,
92r, and 98r. Dugdale made notes on the contents on f. ii recto; what is
possibly Langbaine's hand adds similar notes on the contents on ff. ii
verso and iii recto.
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COLLATION: I-XVl
8 (ff. 1-127), XVII

10 (ff. 128-137), XVIII-XIX
8 (ff. 

138-153), XX
8 wants 8, probably blank (ff. 154-160). 3 and 6 in V and

VI are halfsheets. Quire signatures are marked in the bottom margin of
the first recto of Quires III-XIV and the last verso of Quire II: 'a' (f.
16v), 'b' (f. 17), 'c' (f. 25), 'd' (f. 33), 'e' (f. 41), 'f' (f. 49), 'g' (f. 57), 'h' (f.
64), 'i' (f. 72), 'k' (f. 80), 'l' (f. 88), 'm' (f. 96), 'n' (f. 104). The quire
signatures in Hatton 113, which begin with 'p', may be a continuation
of these.

CONTENTS: 

Flyleaves, additions of ca. 1200 and later: 
ff. i recto-ii recto blank. 
ff. ii verso-iii recto (1) post-medieval notes on the contents in hands 

including Dugdale's and Langbaine's and (2) at the top of f. iii recto, 
first half of the 13c, in the tremulous hand, nine word pairs in four 
columns, see reference above under 'Early additions'. 

f. iii verso Blank apart from two word pairs in the tremulous hand.
f. iv recto Part of the "Apostles' Creed" in a hand of early 16c.
f. iv verso Blank.
f. v recto Blank apart from one word pair in the tremulous hand, in

pencil.
f. v verso Blank.
f. vi recto (1) In Latin (12/13c): a list of writers of hymns and hymns

ascribed to them. Begins: 'Robertus rex francor(um)'; (2) below, first
half of the 13c, in the tremulous hand, a version of the "Nicene
Creed" in early ME: 'le ileue on enne god' (ed. Crawford 1928: 5); in
margin beside 'B. 297' [sic, for 247], a 17c reference to the Creed on f.
247rv of Hatton 114; (3) in top margin, 13c: 'recti diligunt te suete
lefdi seinte marie', and immediately below it, in the tremulous hand,
a string of Latin synonyms.

ff. vi verso-vii verso Blank. 

Early additions: 
1. f. lr Blank apart from 'writ ous' and two neumed lines, beginning:

'Benedicamus uos regnanti desup(er) gratias' ['gratias' deleted and
'd(omi)no' interlinear] (1080 x 1100).

2. f. lv/1-5 [Latin] "Canon Affricanus": 'Clericus non debet armis uti'.
3. f. lv/5-23 [Latin] DE HOMICIDIO I 'Si quis clericus hornicidiu(m)

fecerit' (as Thorpe 1840: 126/33-127 /7).
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4. f. 2r/1-6 [Latin] DE HOMIC(IDIO) 'Si clericus homicidium fecerit
... no lens! i. annum.'

5. f. 2r/7-2v/10 [Latin] DE TEMPERANTIA PENITENTIUM I 'Pro
capitalib(us) criminib(us)' (as Thorpe 1840: 3/28-4/3).

6. ff. 2v/10-3r/10 [Latin] CAPITULA CONCILII APUD WINCEAS

TRAM I CELEBRATI. I 'Q(uo)d nulli liceat duobus ep(iscop)atibus
p(rae)sidere.' (Spelman 1664: 12; one of the marginal notes on f. 2v
refers to this edition).

7. f. 3r/ll-4r/10 [Latin] 'Haec (est) p�nitentie institutio' (Spelman 1664:
12-13).

8. f. 4r/11-4v/18 [Latin] "Decrees of the Council of Winchester, A.D.
1076": 'Anno ab incarnatione d(omi)ni mill(esimo). lxx.vi.' (as Parker
1572: 98; ed. Mansi 1775: 462).

9. ff. 5r/1-8r/13 Table of contents for ff. 9-110: INCIPIUNT CAPI

TUL I CANONICORUM. 'I Be heofonlicu(m) cynincge.' Num
bered in five sections: I-XLill (ff. 9r-69v); I-XV (ff. 69v-74r); I-XXX
(ff. 74r-80v); I-XVI (ff. 80v-84v); 1-XXX (ff. 84v-110v). The last four
sections are referred to as Books 1-4; the first three books correspond
to the first three books of the "Penitential of Pseudo-Egbert," while
the fourth is miscellaneous [f. 8v blank].

10. "Institutes of Polity" (ed. Thorpe 1840: 304-32; Jost 1959):
a. f. 9r/1-7 .i. BE HEOFONLICUM CYNINGE I 'IN NOMINE

DOMINI I An is ece cyning wealdend' (ed. Jost 1959: 39).
b. ff. 9r/8-10r/22 .ii. BE EORDLICUM CYNINGE [gloss: ('kinge')

(?)]. I 'CRISTENUM CYNINGE [gloss: ('king') (?)] I gebyred on
cristenre peode.' (ed. Jost 1959: 41-51).

c. f. l0r/22-l0v/16 .iii. BE CYNEDOME I 'EAHTA SWERAS SYN
DON' [gloss: 'eihte swares beod'J 11 pe rihtlicne cynedom' (ed. Jost
1959: 52-54).

d. ff. lOv/16-llr/19 .iiii. BE CYNESTOLE I '.IELC RIHT CYNE
STOL STENT' [gloss: 'ilc riht kinestol stont'] I on prym stapelum.'
(ed. Jost 1959: 55-58).

e. ff. llr/20-12v/2 v BE DEODWITAN I 'CYNINGAN AND BI
SCEOP AN. I eorlan 7 heretogan.' (ed. Jost 1959: 62-66).

f. ff. 12v/3-13v/6 .vi. ITEM DE EPISCOPIS I 'BISCEOPAS SCU
LAN BOCV(M) I 7 gebedum fyligean.' (ed. Jost 1959: 67-74).

g. ff. 13v/6-15r/3 .vii. ITEM I 'BISCEOPE GEBYRED .IELC I riht
ing.' (ed. Thorpe 1840: 312-14 [vii]; Lieberman 1903: 477-90).

h. f. 15r/3-15r/16 ITEM I 'BISCEOPES D.IEGWEORC [gloss: 'dieta'J
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D.tET I bid mid rihte his gebedu .£rest.' (ed. Jost 1959: 75-76). 

61 

i. ff. 15r/16-15v/3 ITEM I 'A GERIST. [gloss: 'eiliches'] BISCEOPUM.
WISDO(M) I 

7 w.£rscype.' (ed. Jost 1959: 77).
j. ff. 15v/4-17r/10 INCIPIT DE SYNODO. I 'D(eu)s in adiutorium

meum intende.' OE begins at f. 15v/17: 'BISCEOPUM GEBYRED I
on s1nope.' (ed. Jost 1959: 210-16).

k. ff. 17r/10-17v/13 uiiii BE EORLUM! I 'EORLAS AND HERE
TOGAN. [gloss: 'duces'] I 7 oas woruld deman.' (ed. Jost 1959: 78-
80).

l. ff. 17v/13-18r/17 x BE GEREFAN. I 'RIHT IS D.tET GEREFAN
GE I ornlice tylian.' (ed. Jost 1959: 81-82).

m. f. 18r/17-18v/3 xi BE ABBODUM I 'RIHT IS P(.IET) ABBODAS

7 HVRV I abbadissan faste' (ed. Jost 1959: 122).
n. ff. 18v/3-19r/22 xii BE MUNEICV(M). 'RIHT IS P(.IET) MUNE

CAS [gloss: ('munkes')] BEON I d.£ges 7 nihtes' (ed. Jost 1959: 123-
27).

o. f. 19r/22-19v/7 xiii BE MYNECENAN 11 'RIHT IS P(.IET) MY
NECENA I mynsterlice macian.' (ed. Jost 1959: 128) ['xiii' is on f.
19v].

p. f. 19v/7-19v/13 xiiii BE PREOSTAN I 7 BE NUNNAN. I 'RIHT
IS D.tET PREOSTAS I 7 efen wel nunnan regollice libban.' (ed. Jost
1959: 129).

q. f. 19v/13-23 xu BE WUDEWAN I 'RIHT IS D.tET WYDEWAN.
AN I nan bysenan geornlice fylian.' (ed. Jost 1959: 136-37).

r. f. 20r/1-20v/12 BE GODES l>EOWVM. I 'LEOFAN MEN IC
BIDDE. I gehyrao hw.£t ic wylle secgan' (ed. Jost 1959: 167-69).

s. ff. 20v/12-23v/3 xuii BE SACERDU(M). I 'SACERDAS SCULAN
ON HEORA I scrift scirum wislice' (ed. Jost 1959: 85-108).

t. ff. 23v/3-24r/21 xuiii AD SACERDOTES. I 'LA [gloss: 'welle']
LEOF VNDERSTANDAD I eow sylfe 7 lufiao' (ed. Jost 1959: 170-
72) [ff. 23v/14-24r/21 as ff. 67r/7-67v/17 (item 196) below].

u. ff. 24r/22-25v/6 xuiiii AD SACERDOTES. II 'T.tECAD CRISTE
NUM MANNU(M) I georne 7 gelome rihtne geleafan.' (ed. Jost
1959: 173-77) [major heading at f. 25r/11: 'LEOFAN MEN DOD
SW A IC EOW I for godes lufan'].

11. ff. 25v/7-31v/9 "Canons of Edgar": xx ITEM SINODALIA DE

CRETA. I 'RIHT IS P(.IET) PREOSTAS BEON I geornlice gode
peowiende' (ed. Fowler 1972: 3-19; ff. 30v/17-31v/3 also ed. Jost
1959: 206-8).
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'.'Institutes of Polity" (continued): 
10v. ff. 31v/10-32r/14 xxi Be Lrewedum mannum. I 'RIHT IS DAff 

GEHADODE M(EN) I l.Ewede wisian hu hi heora rewe [gloss: 'con
iugiu(m)'] rihtlicost I sculon healdan.' (ed. Jost 1959: 130-34; Thorpe 
1840: 332-34 [xxii]. 

w. ff. 32r/14-34r/3 xxii BE 'GE'HADEDU(M) I MANNV(M) 'GE
HADEDV(M) MANNV(M) I gebyreo .Elc cl.Ennes.' (ed. Jost 1959:
109-21; Thorpe 1840: 334-36 [xxiii].

x. ff. 34r/3-35v/17 xxiii BE GE I HADEDUM MANNUM. I 'LEO
F AN MEN IN LIBRO VISI I onum is awriten hu pa m.Essepreostas'
(ed. Jost 1959: 217-22).

y. ff. 35v/17-42r/18 xxiiii DE ECCLESIASTI I CUS GRADIBUS. I

'HEAHHADAS SYNDON [gloss: 'beoo'] I to healdenne. mid swioe
miclum wis I dome.' (ed. Jost 1959: 223-47) [major heading at f. 40r/
15: 'NE BEO NAN MAN ODRES'].

12. ff. 42r/18-55v/20 "The Benedictine Office" (numbered 'xxu-xxxiii'):
xxu De officiis diurnalium noctur I nalium horarum. I 'GOD
CUND I>EOWDOM IS GE I sett on cyriclicum penungum.' (ed. Ure
1957: 81-102; OE verse also ed. Dobbie 1942: 74-86).

[Note: The verse portions are as follows: 
(1) ff. 43v/13-44v/18 "The Gloria I": 'Gloria patri. Sy pe wuldor 7 lof. [gloss:

'beo pe glorie laus' wide I geopenod . . .  cristes miht.' (ed. Ure 1957: 83-85;
Dobbie 1942: 74-77);

(2) f. 45r/10-45v/23 "The Lord's Prayer III": 'Pater noster qui est in c(a)elis.
I Freder mancynnes frofres ic. pe bidde . . .  Weorde pret.' (ed. Ure 1957: 85-
87; Dobbie 1942: 78-80);

(3) "Fragments of Psalms" throughout the text (ed. Ure 1957; Dobbie 1942:
80-86 in Psalter order, which is not the order of the manuscript); correc
tions to both editions supplied here: f. 43v/8-12 = Ps. 69.2 ('Deus in adiu
torium' before 'Gloria'); f. 44v/20-23 = Ps. 53.3; f. 45r/5-8 = Ps. 43.26;
ff. 45v/23-46r/9 = Ps. 118.175-76; f. 47r/18-22 = Ps. 87.14; f. 47r/23-
47v/14 = Ps. 5.2-5; ff. 47v/15-48r/11 = Ps. 24.4-7; f. 48r/12-48v/1 = Ps.
34.1-3; f. 48v/2-7 = Ps. 70.8; ff. 48v/8-49r/3 = Ps. 50.11-14; f. 49r/4-7 =
Ps. 139.2; f. 49r/8-23 = Pss. 58.2-3, 60.9; f. 49v/1-5 = Ps. 64.6; ff. 49v/6-
50r/2 = Ps. 102.1-5; f. 50r/3-6 = Ps. 84.5; f. 50r/9-12 = Ps. 32.22; f. 50r/
13-17 = Ps. 19.10; f. 50r/18-23 = Ps. 27.9; f. 50v/1-4 = Ps. 121.7; f. 50v/
5-8 = Ps. 101.2; f. 50v/9-12 - Ps. 50.3; f. 50v/13-16 = Ps. 79.20; f. 51r/ 4-
8 = Ps. 69.2; f. 51r/10-19 = Ps. 89.16-17; f. 52r/8-13 = Ps. 40.5; f. 52r/
14-17 = Ps. 89.13; f. 53v/11-15 = Ps. 140.2. F. 50r/7-8 non-Psalmic semi
verse 'Dignare d(omi)ne die isto. sine peccata nos custodire I Mildsa us nu
pa mihtig drihten mildsa us'.]

13. ff. 55v/20-57v/19 "De Regula Canonicorum": xxxiiii DE REGUI-
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LA CANONICOR(UM}. '.tEALDLICE LAH I gewritu. 7 eac god
spellice bebodu' (ed. Jost 1959: 248-55; Bethurum 1957: no. 10a). 

10. "Institutes of Polity" (continued):
z. ff. 57v/19-59r/8 xxxu BE CYRICAN. I 'RIHT IS D.tET CRISTE

NE M(EN} I cristendom georne healdan' (ed. Jost 1959: 138-52;
Thorpe 1840: 338-40).

aa. ff. 59r/9-59*r/9 xxxui Be eallum cristenum mannum. I 'RIHT IS 
D.tET EALLE CRISTE I ne men heora cristendom rihtlice I healdan.' 
(ed. Jost 1959: 154-64; Thorpe 1840: 336-38). 

14. ff. 59*r/9-61v/13 Homily: xxxuii Be godcundre I warnunge.

'VT AN SPYRIAN [gloss: 'exp lo rare, i(n}vestigare'] I be bocan.' ( coll.
Bethurum 1957: no. 19) [major heading at f. 60r/17: 'EALA LEO
F AN MEN BE I pylcan bysenan we us magon war I nian.'].

15a. ff. 61v/13-62v/23 "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert": Her is scrift 7
an I detnes regder twegra ge gehadodra. gelre I wedra. prera [gloss: 
'eor(um}'] pe pres andgites habbacS. 7 dres I ledenes deopnesse ne

cunnon. I 'PONNE MAN TO HIS SCRIFTE I ganged.' (ed. Spind
ler 1934: no. la, 170-71). 

Homilies: 
16. ff. 63r/1-64r/17 'LEOFA MAN DE IS MYCEL I pearf p(ret} ou pas

drihtenlican dde georne I gepence.' (Frank and Cameron 1973: B
3.5.10).

17. ff. 64r/17-65v/14 xxxuiiii Be dres halgan sun I nandreges gebede.
'LEOF AN MENN I understandao georne eallswa eow mycel I oearf
is.' (ed. Napier 1883: no. 26).

18. ff. 65v/14-66v/9 From "De Confessione" ("Handbook for the Use
of a Confessor"): xl Be pres mressepreostes ge I sceadwisnysse. 'p .tET
SCEALL GE I pencan se oe byo manna sawla l:Ece.' (coll. Fowler
1965: no. 3, 11. 82-112; as Thorpe 1840: 260-62 [i-iv]).

19. From "Be Dredbetan" ("Handbook for the Use of a Confessor"):
a. ff. 66v/9-67r/7 xli BE SCRIFTUM. I 'ON WISUM SCRIFTE BY:P

I swyoe foro' ge 'lang.' (coll. Fowler 1965: no. 5, 11. 305-16; Thorpe
1840: 278 [i-iii].

b. f. 67r/7-67v/17 xlii BE SYNNA I LACNUNGE. 'SE L.tECA DE
SCEL I sare wunda wel gehrelan.' (coll. Fowler 1965: no. 5, 11. 317-
40; Thorpe 1840: 278-80 [iv-ix] [see also ff. 23v/14-24r/21 (item lOt)
above].

156. ff. 67v/17-69v/8 "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert" (continued): xliii

Be I peodores gesetnysse [gloss: 'i(n}stitut(i}one(m}'] hu man sceall
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fresjten alysan [gloss: 'redim(er)e']. I 'DEODORVS SE HALGA. I 7 
se goda biscop gesette pas r.edinge' (ed. Spindler 1934: no. le, 172-74 
[n-x]. [Reference in the margin 'F17 286' is to the same text in Bod
leian Library, Laud Misc. 482 [398), which was formerly known as 
Laud F. 17.] 

20a. ff. 69v/8-87r/11 "Penitential of Pseudo-Egbert": i INCIPIT I 

UBER primus.... 'HIT GEBYRAD I>(.IET) SE SA I cerd smeage' 
(coll. Raith 1933: bks. 1-4.11, pp. 1-53 up to f. 86v/10 then ed. Raith 
1933: 69-70 for the rest) [chaps. numbered i-xu (Book 1), i-xxx (Book 
2), i-xui (Book 3), i (Book 4)). 

15c. ff. 87r/ll-101r/7 "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert" (continued): ii 
Iu I dicium de peccatis multis. 'Seo .ereste forl.etnes is fyrena fulwiht' 
(ed. Spindler 1934: nos. 2-28, 174-94, but the order of the sections 
differs [see Spindler 1934: 6] [numbering of sections carries on from 
the previous item: ii-xxuiii]. 

206. f. lOlr/7-15 "Penitential of Pseudo-Egbert" (continued): xxuiiii
'GYF HWYLC MAN WIFIGE ON HIS I nextan magan' (coll. Raith
1933: bks. 2.18, pp. 25-26) [also occurs on f. 77v as Book 2, chap. 17).

c. f. lOlr/15-18 Colophon: 'Me scripsit wulfgeatus scriptor I wigor
nensis. ora obsecrio p(ro) ipsius neuis I cosmi satorem. Amen. Et qui
me scripsit I semp(er) sit felix. AMEN.'

21. ff. lOlv/l-llOv/23 .tElfric's letter for Wulfsige: INCYPIT EPISTO

LA DE CANONIBUS. I '.tElfricus humilis fr(a)t(er) uenerabili
episcopo I wulfsino salutem ind(ig)no.' OE begins at f. lOlv/19: xxx
BE PREOSTE SYNODE. 'le secge eow preostum' (coll. Fehr 1914:
no. 1, 1-149, with 'unfor I rotiendlic. [gloss: 'i(m)put(ri)bilis'] gylden
oooe seolfren. oooen tynen. I oooe gl.esen' added at the end) [original
contents of the manuscript end here].

Early additions, probably by the main scribe: 
22. ff. lllr/l-124r/18 .tElfric's second OE letter for Wulfstan: DE

SEUNDA [sic] EPISTOLA QUANDO DIUID(IS) I CRISMA I

'Eala [gloss: 'o'] ge [gloss: 'vos'] m.essepreostas mine gebrooru.' (ed.
Fehr 1914: no. 3).

Homilies: 
23. ff. 124r/18-130v/2 EV(AN)G(E)LII. 'Esto consentiens adu(er)sario.

I [M)atheus se godspellere awrat' (coll. Assmann 1889: no. 1, 4/90-12)
[adapted from .tElfric's letter to Wulfgeat; follows previous item
without a break].
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24. ff. 130v/3-136v/9 DOMINICA POST ASCENSIONEM D(OMI)

NI. I 'Cum autem uenerit paraclitus quern I ego mittam uobis a
patre. Et r(e)l(iqua). I Se hrelend her on life' (coll. Pope 1967-1968:
no. 9).

25. ff. 136v/9-137v/17 DE ANTICRISTO. I 'Leofan men understandao
swyde georne [gloss: 'b{e)n{e)'] I p(ret} ge [gloss: 'vos'] rihtlice 7 wrer
lice [gloss: 'custodiatis']' (coll. Bethurum 1957: no. lb).

Additions in five other hands; a booklet containing homilies: 
26. ff. 138r/1-142r/7 DOM(INI)C(A) .l{a). DE ADUENTU D(OMI)

NI I 'Dises dreges pening 7 pissere tide mrero I sprecao ymbe godes
tocyme.' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 39; as Thorpe 1844: no. 39, with
the last line added in the margin).

27. ff. 142r/8-148v/9 DOM{INI)C(A) .II(a). DE ADUENTU D(OMI)

NI I 'Se godspellere lucas awrat' (coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 40; as
Thorpe 1844: no. 40).

28. ff. 148v/10-154v/12 "De Descensu Christe as Inferos": 'Nu we hab
bao eow gesred I anfealdlice [gloss: 'si(m)plicit{er)'J . . . .  purh ealra I 
worulda worod Amen.' (Frank and Cameron 1973: B 3.2.28, with f. 
153r/21-153v/14; coll. Clemoes 1997: no. 14, 296/167-78; as Thorpe 
1844: no. 14, 216/4-17) [title added in margin in post-medieval hand]. 

29. ff. 154v/13-157r/3 .tElfric's preface to the First Series of Catholic
Homilies, adapted as a homily: 'Menn behofiao godre lare.' (coll.
Clemoes 1997: 174/57-176/119; as Thorpe 1844: 2/28-6/34). [Lines
44-57 and lines 119 (from after 'bebodum')-34 have been dropped.
After f. 156v/22 'for swylcu{m) bebodum' has been added 'we secgad
eow pas lare p(ret} ge refre gelyfan 11 on pone relmihtigan god se pe
ealle gesceafte I gescop purh his mihte. Da sy wuldor 7 I lof a to
weorulde. AMEN:' The same adaptation is in Hatton 115, ff. 99v-
101 v. In the margin of f. 155v there are two lines in Latin with 
neumes down the side (1060 x 1080).] 

30. ff. 157r/4-160r/15 IN ASSU(M)PTIONE S{AN)C(T)E MARIE

UIRG{INIS). I 'INTRAUIT IE{SU)S IN QUODDAM CASTEL
LU{M). RELIQ(UA). I Se hrelend becom into sumere eadelican by
rig.' (coll. Godden 1979: no. 29) [f. 161v blank].

PHOTO NOTES: The following italicized letters near the gutter are not 
visible in the photographs: 33v/19 rihte; 48v/16 drih(ten};lllv/8 seocan. 
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398. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 482 (1054)
Penitential and Confessional texts; 

offices for the sick and dying 
[Ker 343, Gneuss 656] 

HISTORY: Laud Misc. 482 is a small volume of penitential and confes
sional texts, without headings, rubrics, or table of contents, which Ker 
(Cat.) dates "s. xi med." The litany on f. 51v includes St . .tElpheage (d. 
1012). It was in Worcester by the first half of the 13c when the tremu
lous hand annotated it. Several of the texts also occur in Bodleian Li

brary, Junius 121 [391) ("Penitential of Pseudo-Egbert," "Confessional 
of Pseudo-Egbert," and parts of the "Handbook for the Use of a Con
fessor"), but often organized differently or with sections in a different 
order. In the mid 16c, Joscelyn annotated it alongside Junius 121 (see 
below, 'Post-medieval hands'). It is one of sixty manuscripts which cer
tainly or very probably belonged to the medieval library at Worcester 
but was not catalogued by Young in 1622-1623. An inscription on f. i 
verso notes that Archbishop Laud gave the manuscript to the Bodleian 
in 1639. Formerly known as Laud F. 17. 

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Ff. ii + 68 +ii, foliated (i, ii), 1-
68, (69, 70). Leaves measure 205 x 88 mm. Written space 180 x 65 mm. 
HFFH. 17c binding. Traces of an earlier foliation in Joscelyn's hand can 
be seen on some leaves, reflecting the state of the manuscript before a 
leaf was lost after f. 23. Joscelyn's cross references (e.g., on f. 22r) use 
this foliation. At least one more leaf is missing at the end. Ff. i, ii, 69, 

and 70 are paper flyleaves from the date of binding. Prickings are usually 
visible at the bottom of verticals and occasionally at the top and in the 
outer margins. Written in 24 long lines but often without following the 
rulings. Usually double bounding lines, right and left, but sometimes as 
many as four, e.g., on f. 45. No headings. Initials are in red, metallic red, 
and occasionally green (f. 51r). Capitals and Tironian et signs are usually 

filled or outlined with red or metallic red. Written by one scribe, apart 
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from ff. 7r-8r/8 and 8v/8-24, which are in a similar hand. The appear
ance of the writing changes in the later folios but the hand is same. 

Early additions: A hand of late 1 lc glossed some masculine Latin 
endings with alternative feminine ones (e.g., f. 52rv). In 12/13c Latin 
prayers were added on f. 44r and possibly by the same hand, a partial 
alphabet on f. 36v. The tremulous hand (first half of the 13c) added a 
very few glosses, marks, and marginal notes, all of which are found 
between ff. 9v and 20v. These include five nota signs on ff. 17v-18v, the 
Roman numerals 'i' to 'xii' on ff. 19r-20r, and glosses on f. 13v similar 
to ones on f. 83v of Junius 121. 

Post-medieval additions: Joscelyn's hand is prominent (e.g., ff. 15v, 
22r, 23v, 30v-39r), mainly with cross references to texts in Junius 121 
and within this manuscript. There are dots and ticks by lines on ff. 18rv, 
27r, 28v-33r, and 34v-40r. Occasional words are boxed in on ff. 38v-
39r. Another hand has added book and chapter numbers in the "Peni
tential of Pseudo-Egbert" (ff. 1r-19r), stopping shortly after the begin
ning of Book 4. 

A mid-17c hand in Junius 121 carefully collated texts in that manu
script with ones in this one; see, for example, numerous folio and line 
references to Laud Misc. 482 in the outer margins of ff. 87r-101r of 
Junius 121 as well as corrections and insertions also taken from Laud 
Misc. 482 in the same hand writing in an OE script on, e.g., ff. 74v, 7Sr, 
76r, 80v, and 85v of Junius 121. In pencil on f. 20r, 28v, 37r are 'p. 376', 
'p. 345', and 'p. 360' respectively. 

COLLATION: 1-II8 (ff. 1-16), 1118 wants 8 (ff. 17-23), IV8 (ff. 24-31), V4 

+ 1 leaf after 3 (ff. 32-36), VI-IX
8 (ff. 37-68). 3 and 6 in Quires I-ill,

VI, and VII are halfsheets.

CONTENTS: 

f. i verso Notes on the contents in post-medieval hands. The second
hand is also found on f. 27v. At the bottom is noted the book's own
ership by Archbishop Laud in 1639.

1. ff. 1r/1-19r/21 "Penitential of Pseudo-Egbert": '!)is is a:rest se forma
capitul hu hit ge I byreo' Book 1 begins on f. 1 v/9: 'Hit gebyrao p(a:t)
se sacerd smeage synfulra I manna' (ed. Raith 1933: 1-69).

2a. ff. 19r/22-20r/15 "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert": 'Oon [sic] hal-
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gu(m) gewritu{m) is gerred p{ret) se relmihtiga god' (ed. Spindler 1934: 
174-75 [z] and as Mone 1830: 512-14 [71-83].

b. f. 20r/16-20 From the "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert": '7 p(ret) nis
na to forlretenne p(ret) se apostol cw(red).' (coll. Spindler 1934: 174/
88-91 [x] and as Mone 1830: 514 [84].

3. ff. 20r/21-21r/6 From the Synod of 721 (Canons i-xi): 'S(an)c{tu)s
gregorius se halga papa gesamnode' (ed. Raith 1933: 71-73 and as
Mone 1830: 514-15 [85]). [The first five words and 'rome' on the next
line are filled with red.]

4. ff. 21r/7-27v/12 Penitential texts: 'Ne sceal se biscop hi(m) sylf
nrenne abbud I geceosan' (ff. 21/7-23v/1 as Mone 1830: 515-19 [86-
115]; f. 23v/3-24 (breaking off 'him wif ham') as Mone 1830: 519-20
[116-23]; ff. 24r/1-25r/17 (beginning 'demed pret he x winter bete') as
Mone 1830: 521-24 [146-70, 172-73]; f. 25v/2-9 as Mone 1830: 524
[174-77]; ff. 25v/12-26r/24 as Mone 1830: 524-25 [178-93]; and ff.
26v/1-27v/12 as Mone 1830: 525-26 [194-211, 213-19]. Short addi
tions at ff. 23v/1-2, 25r/18-25v/1, 25v/10-12, and 26v/1 correspond
to Haddan and Stubbs 1871: 183 (1.vii.11), 183 (1.vii.8, 9), 183 (l.viii.l),
and 188 (1.xiv.14) respectively.

5. f. 27v/13-18 "De quattuor temporibus alia": 'I>is synd pa riht ym
brendagas' (ed. Henel 1934: 61 and as Mone 1830: 528 [220]).

6. ff. 27v/19-28v/3 Penitential texts: 'Gif hwylc man on his gymeleaste
faste' (ed. Thorpe 1840: 236 [xxii-xxv]/1-22; see Spindler 1934: 47, n.
2, for f. 28r/14-16, omitted by Thorpe]).

7a. f. 28v/3-17 From "Be dredbetan" ("Handbook for the Use of a Con
fessor"): 'On wisu(m) scrifte bid swide I fordgelang' (coll. Fowler 
1965: no. 5, 11. 305-16 and Thorpe 1840: 278 [i-iii]) [follows previous 
item without break]. 

2c. ff. 28v/20-30r/24 From the "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert" (con
tinued): 'THEODORUS SE HALGA 7 SE GODA BISCEOP.' (coll.
Spindler 1934: 172-74 [o-x]). 

d. f. 30v/1-14 From the "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert": 'Seo rereste
forlretenes is fyrena fulluht.'' (coll. Spindler 1934: 174-75 [y]).

e. ff. 30v/15-40r/17 From the "Confessional of Pseudo-Egbert": 'Bis
ceop gif he dearnunga hine forlicge.' (coll. Spindler 1934: 176-94;
sections not in the same order as in the manuscript; see Spindler, 6).

76. ff. 40r/18-42v/18 From "Be dredbetan" ("Handbook for the Use of
a Confessor"): 'Deoplic dredbota bid. p{ret) lrewede man his I wrepna
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alecge.' (coll. Fowler 1965: no. 5, 11. 341-432 and Thorpe 1840: 
280/17-286/11 [x-xix]. 

8. ff. 42v/19-43v/18 From "Be mihtigum mannum" ("Handbook for
the Use of a Confessor"): 'I>us ma:g mihtig man 7 freondspedig.'
Ends, in red: 'FINITUM EST' (coll. Fowler 1965: no. 6, 11. 434-72
and Thorpe 1840: 286-88/20 [i-iii]) [f. 43v/19-25 blank apart from a
few scribbled letters].

9. f. 44r Originally blank; two prayers in Latin to the Virgin and St.
John were added in 12/13c: (a) 'O Beata maria q(ui)s t(ib)I digne
ualeat'; (b) 'O beata (iohannes)' [f. 44v blank apart from 'o o' near
the bottom].

10a. f. 45r/1-45v/2 From "De confessione" ("Handbook for the Use of 
a Confessor"): 'I>a:t sceall se scrift gepencean se de I bid manna sawle 
la:ce.' (coll. Fowler 1965: no. 3, 11. 82-98; as Thorpe 1840: 260/12-28 
[i-iii and part of iv, up to 'hwa:nne']). [A later heading at the top of f. 
45r is partially cropped.] 

7c. ff. 45v/2-46r/10 From "Be da:dbetan" ("Handbook for the Use of a 
Confessor"): 'Se I la:ca pe sceal yfela wunda geha:lan' (coll. Fowler 
1965: no. 5, 11. 317-40; Thorpe 1840: 278/15-280/16 [iv-ix]) [follows 
previous item without break]. 

106. f. 46r/10-22 From "De confessione" ("Handbook for the Use of a
Confessor"): '7 swa man bid mih I tigra ... . pa:s pe he worhte' (coll.
Fowler 1965: no. 3, 11. 100-1; as Thorpe 1840: 260/30-262/10 [iv, 11.
4-14]) [follows previous item without break].

11. ff. 46rl22-47r/21 Directions for a confessor: 'Don(ne) pu I pa:s
mannes andetnesse gehyre.' (Frank and Cameron 1973: Bll.10.5)
[follows previous item without break].

12. ff. 47r/22-68v/24 Offices for the sick and dying: 'I>on(ne) gif hwa to
pa(m) geuntrumod I beo.' Ends imperfectly at: 'affectu rogare' (ed.
Fehr 1921: 46-66; not all the Latin is printed).
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